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The Editor’s View

Chairman’s Chat

I

The Inside Line

hate to start off with bad news; but
I’ve just received word that due to
the illness of his wife Caroline and
the disastrous economic conditions in
Michigan, John Twist has decided that
he must shut down full-time operations
at University Motors. John is planning
to reorganize University Motors so
should be releasing details of what that
involves soon and, as of this writing,
an auction/sale has been planned for
October.
UM has been more than just a
shop, it’s been an institution and one
of the forces that kept MGs on the road
back in the days when parts were hard
to come by and the national club scene
was in its infancy. Only the big MG
Council shows have gathered more
MGs together in one place than the UM
Summer Parties. Not to mention all the
years of free technical support John has
given MG owners during his University Motors Technical Hour and all the
MG’eering Degrees earned through the
winter technical seminars. It is a sad
time indeed.
In a more positive note, later in this
issue of the Driver, you’ll find the second
story we’ve had in the past year where
MG / British car clubs got together to
restore a car for a deployed soldier.
These are always heartwarming stories
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Robert
Rushing
Editor
MGB Driver
about club members getting together
and sacrificing their time, energy, and
money to help someone who is sacrificing so much to serve their country.
By the time you’re reading this, MG
2009 will be another happy memory. I
hope that all of you who attended had
a great time and made it home safe and
sound. A full run down of the events
will appear in the next issue, not to
mention a whole lot of stunning pictures from our very own perpetually-inmotion roving photographer – Charles
de Bourbon.
Also note that you’ll find two Letters of Intent – one for Chairman and
one for Treasurer. There is still time to
volunteer to run for these positions, but
I need your letter as soon as possible.
The deadline for the next issue is just a
short time away – July 15 – so there is no
time to waste!

Robert

Letters of Intent
Strange Tales - Super Charger

s you sit and read this column,
the memories of MG 2009 in
Breckenridge, Colorado, should
be fresh in your minds. I hope that all
the attendees had the opportunity to
enjoy the event with their fellow MG
and other British Car owners. The conventions of the North American MGB
Register are designed to be fun for all in
attendance, whether you have driven in
your MG, your regular vehicle, or a rent
a car from the airport.
NAMGBR is fortunate to have
Chapters like the MG Car Club, Rocky
Mountain Centre, who hosted MG
2009 and the Toronto MG Car Club,
who will host MG 2010 next year. A
convention like MG 2009 takes months
of painstaking planning to ensure the
event goes off without a hitch. MG
2009 Chairman, Robert Gloyd and
Tony Burgess, NAMGBR’s Convention
Coordinator, have been in constant
contact for months going over contracts
involving the host hotel, catering the
banquet, and other details that seem
small, but could make or break the
event.
I bring this up for a couple of reasons. First, the North American MGB
Register thanks Robert Gloyd and the
members of the Rocky Mountain Center for all your hard work in making MG
2009 a success.
The second point is we are looking for NAMGBR Chapters to host our
From an MG photo shoot.

Bob & Marie Sherman Willamette MG Club & Canadian Classic MG

Project MG Warrior

MG Racing Milestone

By Greg Prehodka, MG Vintage Racers

Brake Master Replacement
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Tech Talk

B Positive,

Bruce

On the Covers

Back: Gary’s Run, stop
for a photo shoot. A
tradition run in memory
of Gary Lloyd.
Photo by Chris Gill

By Simon Dix, MG Club of St. Louis
John Twist, Technical Coordinator

MGB Driver

annual convention in 2012, 2013, and
2014. The planning for MG 2010 has
been ongoing since October 2007 and
much of the structure for MG 2011 in
Reno, Nevada, is already in place.
There are a number of beautiful locations in North America that have yet
to be explored. If you believe that your
Chapter has what it takes to host the
annual convention for NAMGBR, here
is your chance to show off the beauty,
culture and history in your area.
NAMGBR has created a guideline
for hosting our annual convention. We
supply the details and seed money for
the event. Your Chapter supplies the
enthusiastic members and the opportunity to show off your part of the world.
For more information, please contact either Tony Burgess or myself. Our
contact information is located inside
the first page of the MGB Driver.

Front: Diane & Dennis
Silance travel historic
Dingman’s Ferry Bridge.
Tolls are collected too.

By Don Bonar, Heartland MG Regional Car Show Council
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Vice Chairman’s Notes

W

hy should a local British car
club establish affiliation with
the North American MGB
Register? There are many reasons — but
one of the most important is so the local
club is covered by NAMGBR’s insurance
policy.
The policy automatically provides general liability coverage for all
NAMGBR-affiliated chapters (local
clubs), for personal injury or property
damage where the club could be found
negligent. The general liability limit
is $2 million, and the policy covers all
regular club activities, including meetings — it’s not just for shows. Clubs
are covered for any occurrence on any
property used for club activities, such as
picnics, flea markets, banquets, shows
and parades. Driving tours are covered
… but not “speed” events such as races
or time/speed rallies.
The policy also covers false arrest,
detention or imprisonment, malicious prosecution, and libel, slander or
invasion of privacy. It covers the club’s
advertising as well as the club’s newsletter in copyright or invasion of privacy
claims.
If your club is a NAMGBR affiliate
in good standing, your club is AUTOMATICALLY COVERED, ALL THE
TIME. There is a lot of misunderstanding about this, but you do not need to
request a Certificate of Insurance in
order to “get” the insurance. The club is
covered by the general liability policy
whether you have a certificate or not.
(It’s like the insurance card you are
supposed to keep in your car, so you can
prove to the nice officer who pulls you
over for speeding that you are insured.
If you forgot to put it in your glove box,
you are still insured. The card — like the
Certificate of Insurance for your club’s
show — is just proof that you are.)
If the venue where you hold your
show requires you to sign a lease or contract for use of the premises, they un6

Kim de Bourbon
Vice chairman
NAMGBR
doubtedly will require you to provide
a Certificate of Insurance as part of the
deal. That’s where I come in — one of
my duties as NAMGBR vice chairman
is to process club requests for insurance
certificates. It’s a simple matter — you
e-mail me, I send you an Insurance
Certificate Request Form, a Word document. You fill it in and e-mail it back.
I verify that your club is an affiliate in
good standing, and then forward the
form on to our agent at J.C. Taylor.
If you are signing a contract with
a venue, you must submit a copy of the
contract with the request form, so the
agent can advise if there’s something
in the contract that the policy doesn’t
cover. Processing of the certificates is
quick and you will usually have the
certificate back within a week.
So you really only HAVE to have
insurance certificate when you are signing a contract with a venue or the venue
asks for proof of coverage. But it’s not a
bad idea to get a certificate anyway — if
something should happen at your event
that raises the possibility that a claim
might be filed, it might be reassuring to
have proof of the policy on hand.
The NAMGBR policy now also
covers all local club officers with what’s
called “directors and officers” liability insurance. The “D&O” insurance
covers against claims arising from
allegations of wrongful acts, errors or
omissions on the part of elected officers. (Such as discrimination claims,
misappropriation claims, matters of
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libel or misuse in your newsletter, etc.)
The “D&O” liability limit is $1 million. Initially, clubs were asked to pay
$100 for this additional coverage, but
it is now automatically included in the
umbrella policy.
So, being an affiliated club is a really good deal. All this great insurance
coverage AT NO COST TO THE CLUB.
What does it take to get this insurance
as an affiliated chapter? Simply make
sure that at least eight members of your
club are paid-up members of the North
American MGB Register, and keep your
club information up-to-date with me.
(Some clubs, to make sure their affiliation doesn’t lapse, pay the $240/year
for eight memberships, and present the
memberships as prizes or awards. It’s
not much to pay for a $3 million insur-

ance policy.)
Is your club affiliation in good
standing? Is your club information
up-to-date? There’s now an easy way to
find out. Go online to www.namgbr.org
and click on “Local Chapters.” You’ll
find a list of our affiliated clubs, with
their contact information.
Click on the Chapter Re-Affiliation
Form to submit your current list of officers and club information. Even if your
club’s information hasn’t changed, we’d
like to hear from you.
If your club is NOT listed, click on
the Chapter Application Form, and
we’ll sign you up as soon as we confirm
the eight-member minimum. Or e-mail
me, and I’ll send you the link: vicechairman@namgbr.net.

Kim
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From the Secretary

The MGB Registrar

T

he driving season has finally arrived and it is now time to show
your appreciation to our chapter
clubs by attending and supporting their
events. If you take time to check event
schedules it is easy to find an event
scheduled monthly from coast to coast.
Denny Elimon
Take that car out and enjoy the fruits of
Secretary
your labor. I know I am ready to enjoy
NAMGBR
the driving season, with trips scheduled to Tennessee and Colorado for MG
As a reminder to members, it is
2009.
important to keep your membership
To start my driving season, I was
data updated. We continue to do three
honored to be invited to attend the
e-mail reminders monthly one month
“Springtime in the Smokies” annual
prior to membership expiration, the
British car gathering, May 8-10, 2009 in
month of expiration, and the third final
Townsend, Tennessee. This year’s event
reminder. If you allow your membermarks the 22nd year that this event
ship information to become outdated,
has been held. The event is provided
especially your e-mail and mailing
by the Blount British Cars Ltd, which
addresses, we cannot get your memberas you may recall, was honored as our
ship reminders or your MGB Driver
NAMGBR 2008 Chapter of the Year.
to you. To update your membership
President Melinda Watson, husband
data, notify me at secretary@namgbr.
Jim Watson, and the entire club can
net – especially if you have an address
take great pride in their event. It is easy
change, telephone change, or an e-mail
to see why their club was selected for
change. Use your membership number;
the award.
it helps us to make certain that we have
Of special interest to participants
the correct membership record.
was the Midget that was a club restoraI look forward to you stopping by
tion project for returning Iraqi War
the NAMGBR booth during MG 2009
veteran, Sgt. Ted Golec (see Sept/Oct
to say hello and to check your memberMGB Driver 2008 ) . It was my honor on
ship status.
behalf of the NAMGBR officers to presDenny
ent the Sgt. Golec with a membership
packet. Welcome to our organization
Ted!
We continue to see our membership increase; we are nearing our goal of
two thousand and nine active members
during 2009 (and hopefully before MG
2009)! Also, I continue to see listed
under “referred by” on the membership
application forms that members are
recruiting and clubs are reaching out
for members. We need new clubs to join
us. If you receive our newsletter pass it
along to other clubs that are not currently affiliated with us. You know the
advantages of being an affiliate club –
Denny presents club President Melinda Watson,
share those advantages with other clubs Sgt. Golec, and his son, the 2008 Chapter of the
that join your events!
Year Award
8
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H

ello there and by now we should
have enjoyed the delights of MG
2009 at Breckenridge. I’m sure
there will be lots of tales to tell about
this convention! However, at the moment we have several items of interest
for your enjoyment and education.
First, Jon Joyce wrote to say that his
MGB/GT was purchased by his father
for his sister in 1968 and he has now
owned it for 30 years!
Rob deJoode in Rotterdam. Netherlands owns Judy Estrada’s old LE
(she was the very first LE Registrar for
NAMGBR!) and he also supplied some
interesting facts about the breakdown
of the MG Car Club Holland comprising
3922 cars.

MGB - 2140
MGB/GT - 339
Factory MGB/GT V8’s - 42
LEs The black ones - 33
MGB V8 Conversions - 16
MGC - 93
MGC/GT - 42
Costello MGB - 1
Lenham MG - 1

Rob feels that 80% of the MGBs and
95% of the MGCs have been imported
from the States. He also informed me
that apparently the late Dick Criswell’s
LE was sent to Europe.
Got a note from Antonio Mollica
GN5UH 441302 who has no paperwork
for an MGB “Spider” (his words!) asking
if his car was ever registered with the
NAMGBR. The car was British Racing
Green. Had to tell him no luck on the
Register.
Interesting comment from Greg
Flanagan up in Des Moines, who has a
1980 Limited Edition MGB GVVDJ2AG
521217 bearing a Catalytic sticker on
the driver’s side inner door shut panel
which clearly denotes a date “1980”. But
no such sticker exists in any catalogs
other than the ‘78 and 79 examples.
I’ve never seen a 1980 sticker before and
wonder if any of our members have a
similar sticker on their LE?
MGB Driver
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Ken Smith
MGB Registrar

Catalytic sticker poses a mystery.

1970 The Special that never was!

Early in January 1970 British
Leyland Motors in Leonia, New Jersey,
were considering introducing a “Special
Model” promotion for the 1970 MGB
and MGB/GT. This would incorporate
a dealer installed Accessory and Trim
Group and possibly a Customer Fashion
Accessory Package.
The 2500 cars proposed would
have had a dealer installed specially
designed dash plaque, a specially
designed body plaque, wood fascia by
Amco, laminated wood rim steering
wheel with specially designed boss from
Formula and Trackstar steering wheels,
a wooden gear shift knob (Amco again)
with specially designed center, and an
instrument package with rally clock
and/or ammeter.
Tape-on striping was a feature and
special tone horns were part of the
package. In addition to a flexible-neck
map reading light, there would also be
9

The MGB Registrar
racing mirrors of the square type similar to the Mustang. Hoodpins were in
the package as was a rear bumper guard
and special console. The tires would
have a special stick on decal.
The Customer Fashion Accessory
French license plates used in France before
Package was slated to include a specially
this MG was exported to North America.
designed jacket, monogrammed driving
Alan Bakutis -73 MGB
gloves, designer sun glasses, key tag,
Alan Clark 77 MGB
and ladies scarf.
Anibal Diaz - 72 MGB & 72 MGB/GT
The Reach McClinton advertising
Bernie Osborne - 80 MGB LE
agency was charged with designing
Brian Souder - 74 MGB
and sourcing the items for the special
Bruce Stevenson - 72 MGB
package and work progressed steadily
Charles Lelinski - 80 MGB LE
through March /April until on May
Conrad Leichner - 74 MGB
19, 1970, a terse memo from the Sales
David Goetzman - 73 MGB/GT
David Southern 72 MGB
Manager at B.L, Mike Jacklin, stated “In
Dennis Urick - 72 MGB
view of the current market and supply
Dwight Anderson - 72 MGB/GT
situations it has been decided to shelve
Gary Black - 77 MGB
the MGB Special promotion for the time
Greg Albers - 79 MGB
being”. The only artifact we have left is
Greg Flanagan - 80 MGB LE
the design produced for the side of the
Jack Long - 73 MGB/GT
MGB had the project gone forward.
James Holmes - 71 MGB & 73 MGB
I was not at all surprised to note
James McKenzie - 71 MGB
that not one of the “missing” Canadian
James Pollina - 76 MGB
Jerry Johnson - 80 MGB LE
LEs has turned up! (See Mar/Apr MGB
Jim Goodwin 67 MGB
Driver ) Anders Clausager comments
Joe DeHaai - 80 MGB LE
that there were some more Canadian
Joe Hahn - 71 MGB
specification cars in the 1980 manufacJon Davis - 77 MGB
turing batch 520041 to 521649. These
Jon Joyce - 67 MGB/GT
had speedometers in kilometers which
Joseph Doman - 63 MGB
he assumes was a Canadian requireKeith Pryor - 73 MGB/GT
ment introduced around this time. BUT
Larry Bobik - 78 MGB
- these were not black Limited Edition
Larry Sharpton - 70 MGB
Richard Switzer - 77 MGB
MGBs!
Richard Thornberry - 72 MGB/GT
Had a note from Jane & Joe Hauger
Robert Anderson - 72 MGB
in Terra Alta, West Virginia, asking how
Sam Terracina - 66 MGB
come these plates ended up in West
Steven Hanlin - 80 MGB LE
Virginia and what were they. Well, we
Timothy Winkel - 77 MGB
did some research and found that they
Vivian Hanlin - 80 MGB LE
were probably of French origin and used
when a car was exported from France.
A record number of new registrants
this time – 33! Thanks to you all! Sometimes registrations are submitted past
the deadline in which I have to submit
my material to Robert. As a result one or
two members have said “Where is my
name? I registered months ago!” Rest
assured – in time your name will appear
Rob deJoode & his MGF
Happy MGB’ing!
– it’s all a matter of timing!

Ken
10
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Letter of Intent - Chairmann

Letter of Intent - Treasurer

Dear NAMGBR Members,
I am submitting my letter of intent asking for your support for the
position of Chairman. Many of you know me, but for those of you that do
not I would like to list my qualifications for this office:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

To the membership of the North American MGB Register:
From Alan Magnuson, NAMGBR Treasurer

MG Owner since 1986. I currently own a 1976 Midget, 1971
MGB-GT, 1977 MGB Roadster and to further complicate my life
a 1969 Austin America. My everyday car is a 2002 Land Rover
Discovery.
In 1988, I joined the MGs of Baltimore, Ltd. Car Club after attending “MGs On the Rocks”. Not long after becoming a member of my local MG club, I volunteered to be the membership
coordinator. I maintained the club roster, worked on getting new
members and handled the collection of dues.
In 1990, I went to England for the Silverstone event hosted by the
M.G. Car Club and have been a member of that club since.
In 1991, I was elected President of the MGs of Baltimore and have
held that position to this day.
In 1992, I attended the MG 92 event or NAMGBR’s first convention held in Peterborough, Ontario.
I joined NAMGBR in 1993 member #3-1235
In 1995, I was presented with the Enthusiast of the Year Award
from NAMGBR for my efforts in promoting the Marque and
the Register. In addition, it was during this time that I was approached by both Rick Ingram and Ken Smith to work as the
Publicity Coordinator for the Register. I have held this position
with NAMGBR since then.
In 1998 I was co-chairman of MG 98 the Seventh Annual MGB
Register Convention.
In 2004, I was elected Vice Chairman of the Register.
In 2005, I was appointed NAMGBR’s representative on the MG
Council. Coming in late to the planning stage of this event, I
still spent many hours to help MG 2006 go down in the history
books as a great success.
In 2006, I was re-elected to the post of Vice Chairman and served
in this position until last year when my term expired.
I was involved in the site selection process along with the other
members of the MG Council for MG 2011 the next All Register
event that will be held in Reno/Tahoe June 12-18, 2011.

I would like to announce my intent to seek a
second term as Treasurer of the North American MGB
Register.
NAMGBR is on strong financial footing thanks
to the enthusiastic support of our members and the local
clubs. The commitment of our almost 2,000 members
and the dedication of the leadership team have enabled
NAMGBR to offer enhanced services. We are now
printing each issue of the MGB Driver in color, the 2009
Mutual Aid Directory is in your hands, our insurance has
been augmented with coverage for Directors and Officers,
and you can now join/renew your membership via PayPal.
And now my MG story…The Spirit of the Octagon
caught me in 1981 with a 1973 MGB. I was hooked! In
1984, I joined the local MGB club and, in 1989, the MG
Car Club, Rocky Mountain Centre. I have enthusiastically
served as Club President and Historian. I have also held
a number of Rallye Glenwood Springs event positions
(publicity, Governmental relations, etc.) and been an
active organizing committee member of the Annual
Colorado English Motoring Conclave, a 600-vehicle
event. For MG 2009, MGs in Breckenridge, served as vicechairman, host, and worker ‘B’.
Over the years, as a member of the MG Car Club
of England, I have formed friendships with former MG
employees, members of the MGCC of England, and their
leadership team. Laura and I have attended the annual
MG Car Club of England Silverstone event and North
American events including Gatherings of the Faithful and
several other local, NAMGBR, and MG Council events.
I believe the success of local clubs directly
influences the vitality of NAMGBR. I will work hard to
promote ACTIVITY, ENTHUSIASM and DEDICATION in
the MG community.

In closing, I want to say that I would love to have the opportunity
to serve the membership as your Chairman. I believe that I can do an
excellent job for you and with the help of the Register, coordinators, and
executive board members, leave the organization in even better shape
than it is now.

I ask for your support.
Safety Fast!
Alan Magnuson
Treasurer
North American MGB Register

Safety Fast!
Richard G. Liddick

12
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Letters to the Editor

14

word “tires”.
One comment – the article in 06-06 regarding different sizes on the sides of the car
seems to be tongue-in-cheek. Several of the
other FAQs in the article appear to give that
away. I included it any way.
This was probably a worst-case trial for
using the index because the search was for
such a common word. However even in this
bad example it proved workable. If looking
for something more specific the results are
more limited. For example, searches for the
following words and word combinations
showed these results:
Transmission oil - 12 issues
Transmission seal - 2 issues
Overdrive switch - 13 issues
A little trial and error searching for words
and combinations can be quite helpful in
locating the good advice embedded in these
15 years of the Driver.
If you want to see more of the index project
contact Jerome. He is creating the final
product that will be placed on a CD for
eventual availability to the membership in whatever way best determined by
NAMGBR officers. —Larry Hagenauer
Larry, I want to thank you and Jerome
for all your hard work! Being able to
search for past articles, really makes
finding those bits of information
that always seem to be on the tip of
my tongue, but I can never seem to
remember, a lot easier. We ran the ad
for this in the last issue and you can
find the ad in this issue as well. I can
tell you that it is worth every cent and
I cannot wait until we get the next CD
completed!
Hi Robert,
I just received the MGB Driver and saw the
letter from Norm Ridgely regarding tires.
There was an excellent article on tires titled
“Modern Tires for Classic Sports Cars”
published in “British Motoring,” Moss
Motors’ biannual publication. The article
can be viewed by going to www.britishmotoring.net and clicking on 2008 Summer in
the Archives.
I found this article very helpful in deciding
MGB Driver
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Thanks Carl! That was a great article
and is a great reference if you’re in the
market for new tires.

(the ONLY market that mattered). Stokes
resigned in November 1975. By that time,
MG was dying and Leyland was beyond
saving as well. Of course, his successors did
no better, but the damage was done.
As far as MG being a money loser (it may
have been), but as with all corporate accounting, numbers can be made to tell
whatever ‘truth’ is desired. Leyland’s hopes
for profit were riding on their Sherpa van as
a winner over the dominant Ford Transit
van. Leyland billed the Sherpa project less
than half what it billed MG for the transmission (the exact same transmission). The
Sherpa turned out to be a loser anyway over
the years. Who knows what an MG REALLY cost? —Lloyd Faust
Robert,
About a month ago, a gentleman starting
up a Pebble Beach-type concours show for
the greater Baton Rouge area contacted me.
He was starting it as both a fundraiser for
pancreatic cancer research, as well as giving
the Baton Rouge area a show centered on
historical and exotic cars. Sure, there are
many muscle car shows and custom hotrod shows here, but nothing like a true concours d elegance. He contacted me though
my membership in the Louisiana chapter of
the Ferrari club of America, as he was trying to get as many F-cars to the show. I told
him I could bring both my 328 and 360,
but asked if he would also be interested in a
very early MGB I had restored (car 374). He
said, “Sure, bring it along.”
As far as my B goes, I have had it over five
years now, and after many setbacks, have

Hi Robert,
My response to Geoff Wheatley’s letter to
the editor: Geoff, thanks for making my day
by actually reading what I wrote on Donald
Stokes. You are totally correct in your
statements regarding Stokes being over his
head in the political waters of 70s England.
However, I still cannot give him that ‘free
pass’ you feel I should. Let me explain the
direct evidence: He was in control during
the entire time any available money was
funneled to Triumph and away from MG
(hence the fault is his). The restyled Spitfire
was his first ‘project’ followed closely by the
Stag and then the TR7. No
money was given to MG to
update their models. Even
when one showed hope (the
MGBGTV8) it was canceled
to save the sales of the Stag
in America...which never
amounted to even 2000
cars over a three year period.
Then the GT was withdrawn
to prevent competition for
the TR7. The only money
spent was to develop a 5 mph
bumper system to allow the
MG cars to continue to be
sold in America after 1974
Maury Drummond’s Best of Show winning MGB
MGB Driver
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Robert,
I’m passing on some information to answer
the question from Norm Ridgely regarding
tire recommendation articles in past issues
of the MGB Driver.
I have been working with Jerome Rosenberger for the past several months to take his
scanned files of all past Driver magazines
and produce them in a word-searchable format. Jerome had originally scanned them
as image .pdf files. I then took the image
files, ran the Adobe OCR (character recognition) function on them, and then indexed
them with Adobe Acrobat. This results in
an index that will find the location of any
word in any of the documents.
Jerome is currently working with NAMGBR
officers on the best way to package this
product and make available to members.
Since I have the complete index of all issues
extending from 1991 to 2005, I decided to
try it on a real-world question. A search
for the word “tires” turned up 85 issues as
a result. That may seem like a wild goose
chase, but because of the way an Adobe
index displays the results (each file listed
with a drop-down list of the page, and the
word highlighted when the page is viewed
from the search list), it made it reasonably
workable to click through the list and eliminate all the references to “tires” in articles,
advertisements, etc. that weren’t germane
to the question.
Results are the five attached volumes with
articles on tires or turning performance. I
extracted only the pages with the relevant
articles. Please pass on my copied articles
to Norm Ridgely. The file names follow the
file naming convention started by Jerome
when he first scanned the magazines.
Thus, 1991 first issue is 01-01. 1998 second issue is 08-02. Without understanding that convention the file 12-02 might
be confusing but it is of course Volume
12, Number 2 (or by date, 2002, issue 2
- March-April). While the search word is
highlighted when viewed during the search,
the highlight didn’t copy onto these pages.
However, the information can easily be
found on these few pages – or simply do a
word search within each article to find the

on the new tires for my 68 MGB. For me
the deciding factor was the width of the
rim since I have the original steel wheels
that are 4” wide and should have 165 R14
tires on them. As you said, they are hard to
find, but not impossible. They can still be
purchased from Vredestein (vredesteintire.
com) and from Coker (cokertire.com). The
Vredestein Sprint + costs $106 which isn’t
too bad. The Coker Tire is a Michelin for
$211. I opted for the former.
There are several manufacturers with
175/70R14 tires available with a wide
range of prices starting as low as $45.
According to the article, they should fit
the cars with wire wheels, early GT steel
wheels, and later cars with Rostyle rims.
Thanks for the great work you do on the
MGB Driver. —Carl Gwyn #4-2014
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Letters to the Editor
Maury Drummond’s Best of Show
winning MGB.
An engine that shows hours of
care and attention to detail.
“An engine you could eat off of.”

finally finished a complete nut and bolt
restoration. Hardly anything aftermarket
was used. All the chrome work is original,
including an early grille with the individually riveted slots. It has the twin tar-top
6-volt batteries with the lead connecting
posts, original rubber floor mats with
snaps and I even tracked down probably the
only remaining NOS reflective grille badge
that was recalled off the first 1000 or so
MGBs that rolled off the line at Abingdon
as they were deemed a safety hazard. I
really got the originality bug with this car,
helped along the way by people afflicted
with the same bug like Paul Hanley, Brooks
Amiot, and Emmanuel Kafant.
So, there my little MGB was, sitting on
a field full of Ferraris, Lamborghinis,
Maseratis, Jaguars, and some De Tomaso
Panteras. There was also an AC Cobra
and an original factory Ford GT40 racecar.
Despite the pedigree of cars on the field, the
MGB was deemed best in show.
I was shocked to find out that the MGB
won. There were some exceptionally nice
Panteras there, and considering that the
designer of the Pantera, Mr. Tom Tjaarda,
flew in from Italy to speak. Unfortunately,
I managed to miss the announcement that
the MGB had won, as I had left the show
field to get a Mother’s Day present for my
wife!
I told my wife that I love my Ferraris, but if
push came to shove, and I ever had to sell
my cars, that MGB would be the last to go.
—Maury Drummond
Congratulations Maury! That’s an
amazing accomplishment for any
car more or less one that was massproduced like the MGB. It just goes
16

to show how meticulous work and
patience can really pay off. I, for one,
would love to see a clash of the titans
with you, Brooks, Paul, and Emmanuel
going head-to-head at MG 2009 or
2010. Anyway, hopefully your two
Ferraris won’t get too jealous being in
the same garage with a champion!
Robert,
In case you have not heard, Crane Cams on
the chopping block and will not be producing any cams for Moss for the near future.
The assets of the company will be auctioned off soon. —Greg Prehodka, MGVR
Here’s a couple of notes that were sent
to Ken:
Ken,
I read your 250,000th MGB article with
great interest. In December 1971, I sold my
1962 MGA and bought a new 1971 MGB
Roadster in Montgomery, Alabama. The
car had a plaques located on both sides
just above the BL logo as pictured in your
article. I often wondered what the significance was, but I never found an answer
until now.
It was BRG with wire wheels and I drove
that magnificent little car for ten years. In
1972, I drove it to each of the four corners of
the continental US. From Texas to Washington State, Los Angeles, to Miami then up
to northern Maine. I can honestly say there
is no more comfortable and fun car on the
highway than an MGB!
In 1980, I traded my beloved B for a new
MG Midget at Manhattan Motors in northern Virginia. The B had developed severe
body rust, but it ran like a Swiss watch even
as I drove it to the dealer for the trade.
MGB Driver
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I believe the dealer in Montgomery presented the car as a part of a promotion, but
he did not try to pass the car off as “the”
250,000th MGB. I bought the car because I
was hooked on the little cars, not because of
the promotion.
I still have a TF and another MGA but I
often recall the shear pleasure of cruising
the brand new (and almost vacant) interstate highways in my little 250,000 MGB
Special. Great article, thanks for solving a
mystery for me.
—Dan Fucci, San Antonio Texas
Ken,
I just finished reading your article in the
Driver about the 250,000 MGB. I had some
a minor experience with the car about nine
years ago.
The 2000 edition of the South Alabama
British Car Club’s British Car Festival in
Fairhope, Alabama, was winding up. I was
packing my 76 MGB and helping the show
committee get the club’s gear in order when
a young man who said he wanted to talk to
someone about a MG approached me.
He showed me a photo of a Blaze MGB/
GT with a roof placard indicating that the
car was the 250,000 MGB. The car was
in rough shape, but it was in a garage. The
young man said that the car was at his
house in the western section of Mobile.
He was looking for people that wanted to
buy shares in the car to enable its restoration. He understood that the car was
somewhat special. While I had no interest
in a fractional ownership, I at least wanted
to look at and possibly document the car.
As is common at events like this, my attention was needed elsewhere for a moment.
Although I asked the car’s owner to wait a
moment for me, he disappeared and I never
saw him again. I never even got his name to
try to track him down.
So, as of 2000 the car was still in the Mobile area. I wish I could tell you more.
Kind Regards,
—Rodney McDonald, #7-3228
Very interesting, Rodney!
And now for something else interesting –

To whom it may concern:
I’m still looking for the fountain of youth,
but haven’t found it yet. MGs have been a
part of my life ever since my college days in
the 1960s, and in a way MGs have helped
keep me young – at least in spirit.  
Over the years, I’ve had so many wonderful
MG-related experiences! I truly smile when
I reflect on them, both past and present!  The people, the cars, and the events!
I’m now 60-something (where did all those
years go!), am still active with MG stuff as I
can be, and hope to be for many more years;
but it is time for me to get a will written, or
at least let my wishes be known, because
“You never know”. Not all my past MG
friends are even here anymore.  
Recently I’ve been reflecting on writing a
will, and what do I want it to do? I’d prefer
to lay out my wishes now, rather than
someone else deciding after I’m gone, and
making decision I would not have agreed
with. My family will come first, but in
it, I also want to remember some charities and organizations that have been a
part of my life and have been good to me
or others.  And some of my life’s accumulations includes MG and car items and
memorabilia, that I fear my wife (or others)
would find most appropriate to put into
a ten cubic yard dumpster someday, saying
“Who wants these old car magazines, car
books, or junky old car parts” – and what
about my MG?  (We know this happens!).
In addition, I might leave some funds to a
MG club that I was part of, to throw a party
or support a MG activity or club function of
some kind that I particularly liked. So I just
wanted to share my thoughts with others,
so that you might also think about your MG
stuff, MG friends, or car clubs, and what
you might want to leave to them some day,
in some way, for a number of good reasons.
Think about it now. Let your wishes be
known, while you can, before others decide
for you. Life is a journey - but all journeys
end one day. —Anonymous
Dear Anonymous, my name is spelled
R-o-b-e-r-t R-u-s-h-i-n-g. Just in case
you ever needed to write it down or
anything…

welcomes your letters.
Email to mgslime@swbell.net, or mail to Editor Robert Rushing, 5444 Sutherland Ave. St.. Louis, MO 63109
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By Phil Smith, Hammer & Tongs Registrar

Organizing Your Rally Step 2:
The Time-Speed-Distance Rally
1967 MGB-GT at MG 2001 in St. Paul
Larry Brough

M

y history with British cars
began right after engineering
school in 1959 and my purchase of a year-old XK150 Fixed Head
Coupe. On occasion, I’d get together
with a buddy who had a MGA and we’d
swap cars. I realized quickly the MG was
a lot more fun to drive. So a couple of
decades later I picked up the first of four
or five MGAs. While they were great fun
I realized that for long distance travel I
really needed a MGB.
I was told the 1967 was the year get
so I found a GT in Hemmings advertised with only a few thousand miles on
it (after the speedometer was rolled back
I later found out…) The car was sold new
in Winnipeg, but migrated to New York
city where it seems to have spent most
of its early life. I rebuilt the engine and
did some body work and have enjoyed
it for the past 16 years, having driven
it from central Ohio to St.. Paul, Indy,
Gatlinburg, Grand Rapids, and central
18

Pennsylvania.
After I sold the last MGA, I decided
to get a late year roadster and found the
1979 in Lexington, Kentucky. It had
been purchased new in San Francisco
and still had the blue California plates
on it. It had not been driven in many
years and needed some mechanical
work which I completed and got the
car back on the road. It has a few garage
scars from having been stored and
neglected in the former owner’s garage,
but it still is a nice drive in the summer.
However, the GT is still the favorite and
really quite practical.

Larry and his 1979 MGB
MGB Driver
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or the purpose of this article, only
the organization of an easy TSD
will be discussed. The easy TSD
can be organized by one or two people,
with a few friends to help administer
the event. More complex TSD rallies
(such as those run by the SCCA) require
a much larger staff to organize and
execute. Persons interested in organizing these types of events should contact
their local SCCA region and participate
in the organization of the regional Tour
and Course Rally events.
A good way to start is to set up
a straightforward one-day regional
event. It can be organized as an easy
TSD event, not requiring any special
equipment, car preparations, or prior
rally experience. It should cover no
more than 300-400 miles over one day,
with five to ten checkpoints. The goal
of such a rally is to run a one-day Grand
Tour, in the classic sense, with a mild
time-base competition overlay. Efforts
are made to ensure that this event has
plenty of opportunity of time and place
for social interaction among its participants. While events like this have
MGB Driver
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been extremely popular with those who
have competed in the past, even at this
simple level it still has limited appeal.
This limited appeal further reinforces
the idea that TSD rallies organized for
this club should be of a “simple” variety.
As noted, a TSD rally takes advantage of the arithmetic relationship of
speed, distance, and time, as given by
the formula 60 x distance (in miles) =
speed (in mph) x time (in minutes). By
specifying an average speed to maintain over a known distance, and having
a standardized starting time for that
distance, the ideal arrival time at the
end of the distance (at the Checkpoint)
can be calculated. A competitor’s score
in a TSD rally reflects the competitor’s
deviation from that ideal arrival time.
Because competitors’ arrival time
at each checkpoint must be measured,
usually workers are required. Some
rallies in the past have used time clocks
into which competitors insert the scorecards to be punched with their arrival
time, but this technology is generally
not available to a rally organizer of the
small event. Because workers will be
required, one of the rallymaster’s first
tasks is to line up workers for the proposed date of the event. As with most
events, it is wise to have an excess number of people promised to work, since
19
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either additional workers will be found
to be necessary, and/or some promised
workers will have other plans at the last
minute!
The rallymaster must also define
the nature of the event early in the
organizational cascade. Questionnaires
sent to casual TSD rallyists indicate that
a one day event is at present preferred.
A multi-day event would at some point
be very interesting, but will have a very
limited appeal and will require a large
and dedicated worker crew. Some have
questioned the need for a 300-400 mile
day. An all-day event on the back roads
which highlights the driving over time
or socialization during the day requires
that distance, but certainly other
rallies could be written to be shorter,
with some likely increase in appeal to
a broader audience. An event much
shorter than 150 miles would seem to
be too short to be worth the work of
organizing a TSD event; other than
for a very local group, such as a city- or
county-based group of enthusiasts.
A route must be determined, with
some preliminary ideas about checkpoint locations. In this regard, the
paper copy of the DeLorme Atlas and
Gazetteer is very valuable; it is too difficult to get a good overview with sufficient detail of a large geographic area
on the electronic mapping programs.
State maps or a Rand McNally Atlas may
or may not show sufficient detail to do
the initial route layout. At this early
stage, a starting point, a location for
mid-morning and mid-afternoon rest
stops, mid-day meal arrangements, and
a finish location must be considered. A
good rule-of-thumb is that the average
driver will average a little less than forty
miles travel per hour, once time for
rest and meal breaks is added in. Thus,
in the early planning stages, consider
that a proposed 300-350 mile rally will
require at least eight to nine hours to
complete.
Once the route has been determined on paper, it is time to go drive.
20

Take a co-driver and plan on spending
at least half again as much time as the
anticipated rally will require. The paper
route may or may not be complete, so
the co-driver should be taking notes.
Starting times, routes taken, turns
made, and proposed checkpoints with
arrival times should be noted, in a
format which begins to resemble the
actual route instructions to be handed
out to competitors. This phase of the
rally construction will require more
than one day for each day of proposed
rallying. Some problems that may be
encountered include roads may not be
“as mapped,” there will be interesting
side roads which will be attractive, some
roads which start out fine but prove to
be unusable, and proposed checkpoint
locations may not prove feasible.
While the nature of the roads used
will be up to the individual rallymaster (depending on his/her concept of
the event), there are some good rules
regarding checkpoint selection. For an
“open control,” that is, a checkpoint
where competitors must stop and
register, there must be sufficient room
for the checkpoint workers to be safely
parked out of traffic, as well as room for
two or three (at a minimum) competitor cars. Competitors and checkpoint
workers will be out of their cars, so
there must be enough room so these
people will not risk being struck by
passing car. Obviously, these concerns
are much more important on a busy
state route. Small county roads with
little traffic allow the rallymaster some
leeway with these issues. Remember
that signage must be prepared and
the location of the checkpoint chosen
to allow approaching competitors to
clearly recognize that they are entering
a checkpoint. The traditional checkpoint sign is a large white board, about
12 inches wide by 18 inches high, with
a large checkmark followed by a dot
(check point, get it?) in some easily seen
color. This is placed at the entrance to
the checkpoint in plain view of oncoming competitors.
Some rallymasters may wish to use
“closed controls.” These checkpoints
MGB Driver
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are hidden to the competitors, and
therefore require much less room. Offroad space small enough for a single car
for the checkpoint workers is required.
The workers must have a clear view of
the road so that passing cars can be
identified. It is good form to place some
sort of identification (clearly different
from open control signage) so that competitors know they have passed a closed
control. The closed control clearly adds
an element of complexity; cars must
be numbered in a clear fashion so that
checkpoint workers can see the numbers as the cars pass. It also makes the
rally more difficult for the competitors,
since they must now literally maintain
an average speed at all times rather than
simply over an entire leg of the rally (assuming competitors know the approximate location of open controls).
Once a route and checkpoint locations have been decided, it is time to
prepare route instructions (the “numbered route instructions,” or NRIs) and
determine average speeds to be specified. Perhaps the easiest format is to set
up a spreadsheet on MS Excel, Lotus
123, or similar computer program. The
leftmost column (“A”) is the instruction
number. The “B” column is the mileage
since the last leg start. The “C” column
is the instruction itself. The instruction can indicate turns, a road sign to
note, road hazards, the location of a
checkpoint, or any other information
the rallymaster feels necessary for the
competitors to know. Some rallies will
additionally use “tulip diagrams” to
help indicate the turns. A tulip diagram
for a left turn at a four-way intersection
is shown below.

To read a tulip diagram, imagine
the intersection is being viewed from
overhead. The rallyist is represented by
MGB Driver
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the dot, and the exit from the intersection is indicated by the arrow. Hence,
the rallyist seeing this tulip as the next
instruction knows to turn left at the
next four-way intersection.
There must certainly be as many
ways of describing the route as there are
rallymasters. Unless the specific intent
is to make the route following a part of
the game itself (and these rallies do exist, and are known as “trap rallies”), the
rallymaster should make every attempt
to create route instructions that are
accurate, easy to follow, and sufficiently
complete to minimize the chance of
the competitors becoming lost. If the
rallymaster is intentionally creating a
trap rally, potential competitors should
be told about this before they register
for the rally; trap rallies are not popular
among those not seeking to do them!
As alluded to before, the rally is divided into legs. Each leg ends at an open
control (checkpoint). Each leg starts
at some defined point after the most
recent checkpoint. Departure times for
each leg are defined by “key times.” The
key time is a clock time to which each
competitor adds his/her car number to
determine their departure time for that
leg. Since competitors may therefore
be lined up at a leg start awaiting their
own start time, it is a bad idea to have
the checkpoint at the end of one leg be
the start of the next leg. A leg start can
be placed a few dozen yards or several
miles following the last checkpoint.
The intervening distance is called a
“transit.” Competitors should be given
a certain amount of time to complete
a transit, but by definition, there is no
specific time-checking before, during
or after a transit. Leg starts are easily
noted in route instructions by referencing a sign or landmark; for example,
“Leg IV starts at Reynolds Road sign.”
Trip odometers should be reset to zero at
each leg start.
Key Times can be relative to arrival
at the last checkpoint (for example, the
workers at a checkpoint are told to add
five minutes to the competitor’s arrival
time), or they may be absolute (i.e.
10:00 a.m.). The former method is most
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commonly used in large, more complex
TSD rallying, with a few absolute key
times (called Hard Times) after major
rest/meal/regrouping stops. However,
this is more difficult to administer with
a limited worker crew, and therefore,
in easy TSD rallies, it is probably best to
give all key times as absolute time-ofday. The only significant disadvantage
of this method is that the competitor
who becomes lost is at a real disadvantage, since it will be very difficult to get
back on the rally schedule – another
reason why the route instructions must
be easy to follow!
In the easiest TSD rally, only one
average speed is specified over each leg.
In other words, while the speeds may
change over the course of the rally (and
they should), competitors need only
worry about one specific speed over
each leg. Adding speed changes during
a leg makes the rally somewhat more
difficult, but may be an interesting
variation even in easy TSD rallies. The
experienced TSD rallyist recognizes
the term “CAS,” or Commence Average
Speed. The proper way to indicate the
average speed to maintain therefore
takes the form “CAS 37” for Commence
Average Speed of 37 mph.
A good way to figure the average
speeds for various legs of the rally is to
keep track of how long it takes to drive
the legs while laying out the rally. If
this driving was done at the pace of the
typical driver, the average speed can
be calculated and used. If this driving
was done at a brisk pace (which happens to some rallymasters), it is wise to
subtract about 10% from the rallymaster’s speeds. In any case, setting speeds
that are too low means that not only
will competitors become bored, they
may also pose a hazard to non-rallyists
using the roads. Setting speeds that are
too fast endangers the competitors and
other road users; also not good!
At this point, the rallymaster will
have a tentative set of route instructions, complete with notations about
22

CAS speeds, Key Times and locations,
Transits, road hazards, rest and meal
halts, etc. As an example of one way this
can be rendered, below is an excerpt
from one rally’s Route Instructions:

#
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Mileage Instruction
42.7 / 0.0 Turnkey Storage.
End Transit.
		
Zero Odometer.
24
0
Begin Leg 2,
		
continuing on Orchard
		
Park. CAS: 42 mph.
KEY TIME: 8:05
25
2.5
Right at T onto Stafford
26
3
Right 13
27
3.2
Left Vanderbilt
28
3.8
Left at T onto German
		
Church
29
4
Right at stop onto
		
Opossum Run
30
7
Left Washington
31
7.8
Right Scott
32
8.8
SAP
33
10.5
SAP to follow Hastings
34
11.9
Left Bromfield
35
12.9
Right Pleasant Valley
36
13.8
Right 603
37
14.3
Right 95
38
15.4
Left Pleasant Hill Rd
39
17.7
Right McCurdy
40
17.8
Left to follow McCurdy
41
18.4
Left Goon
42
?
CHECKPOINT Dam.
		
Restrooms available.
43
19.9 / 0.0 Arrow sign (on near side
		
of dam). End Transit.
Zero Odo to start Leg 3
44
0
Begin Leg 3. Follow
		
roadway across the dam.
		
CAS: 45 mph.
KEY TIME: 08:40
Note that some abbreviations are
used. The specifics of the rally’s methodology (i.e. – how checkpoints will be
used, what kind of roads will be used,
etc.), a glossary of terms and abbreviations used, and (especially for rallies
intended to appeal to relatively inexperienced rallyists) explanations of terms
used, should be prepared. These are
often called the General Instructions.
Sometimes these have been termed
the “Rules and Regulations”, since the
concepts of checkpoints, checkpoint
etiquette, average speeds, and the idea
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of time-speed-distance rallying are
explained in much greater detail than
would be done in a typical set of General Instructions. Having now written
and formatted a set of proposed route
instructions, complete with speed and
checkpoint information, the rallymaster must create a set of General Instructions consistent with the rally which
has been created.
Once this completed rally package has been written, the rallymaster
must drive the rally route at least once,
preferably twice or more, before that
actual rally is held. This helps not only
to proofread the route instructions, but
also sometimes will uncover new roadworks making the route, as planned,
impossible. While there will always be
unexpected barriers to any route created, the good rallymaster will attend to
and prevent all predictable obstructions
to the running of the rally.
Having completed sufficient checkruns and modifications of the rally to
now prepare the final version of the
route instructions and General Instructions, it is good to have somebody else
look over the entire package. General
proofreading, errors of formatting,
readability, etc… should all be checked.
If available, a team not planning to
compete in the rally should do a “trial
run” of the rally, attempting to complete the rally at the specified CAS
speeds. They can note their arrival time
at the checkpoint locations for checking purposes. Once the instruction set
is declared as error-free as reasonably
MGB Driver
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possible, the rallymaster can take the
General Instructions and the NRIs to
the printer.
The scoring of the TSD rally is
based upon competitors’ deviation
from ideal arrival times at checkpoints.
While there are several ways in which a
score can be determined, the most common is to express the score as a time
deviation from an ideal arrival time,
usually in seconds or hundredths of a
minute. For the easy TSD, most competitors will not have access to clocks
or watches reading the hundredths of
minutes, so using minutes/seconds is
probably the wisest, although it does
make for some extra math for the rallymaster. Setting this aspect up on a
spreadsheet such as Excel right from the
beginning makes the rallymaster’s scoring life much easier.
The rallymaster must know the
ideal arrival time at each checkpoint for
each car. Since the Key Time for each
leg start is the time the theoretical Car
0 starts the leg, the Ideal Arrival Time
is when that same Car 0 arrives at the
checkpoint. When the route distance
(in miles, to the tenth for an easy TSD)
and CAS speed for each leg has been
determined, the time (in hours/minutes/seconds) needed to complete the
leg can be calculated. The ideal arrival
time is then this completion time added
to the Key Time. Scoresheets for each
checkpoint with ideal arrival times for
each competitor at each checkpoint
are very easily prepared with a spreadsheet program. For the easy TSD, such
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a spreadsheet, it will pay dividends in
avoided headaches and saved time to
have a computer-knowledgeable friend
aid in this project.

Making the Event Happen

MG Midget in Prince Edward Island, Canada.

scoresheets should be prepared and
given to the workers at each checkpoint.
Checkpoint workers can enter the
actual arrival time of each competitor on these scoresheets, and simple
subtraction then gives the error for
each competitor. For any competitor,
the score for the rally is the sum of the
absolute values (deviations) from all
checkpoints. This calculation can be
done manually, and if so is aided by
having ideal arrival times printed on
each checkpoint’s scoresheets as noted
above. Again, the computer will be
found to be useful here, as it is not difficult to arrange a spreadsheet for scoring. Once all arrival times are in for all
competitors, the rallymaster can simply
enter all arrival times at all checkpoints,
and the spreadsheet can be set up to
automatically do the necessary subtraction and addition to calculate the scores
for all competitors. If the rallymaster
is not comfortable in setting up such
24
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At this point, the rallymaster has
decided to have an event, has planned
the type of rally and has laid it out. At
this point, the rally is like any other
event; people must be registered, workers must be organized, lodging and banquet reservations must be secured, and
a financial system must be organized.
Costs can be difficult to assess for
a rally. At track events, a major part of
the cost is related to facility rental. The
rally has none of that. Expenses relate
to regalia and prize costs, meal costs,
copying costs, registration party costs,
and other unanticipated expenses. The
rallymaster must have a minimum
number of registrants at which a “break
even” event budget can be anticipated.
It is probably reasonable to anticipate
only ten to fifteen competitors at the
first event if it is advertised through
a region and in the regional club
magazines. How well the event builds
after that certainly depends on the
reception of the first event.
Workers must be arranged. For a
gimmick rally, none may be needed. For
a TSD rally, though, it is nearly mandatory to have a team of two workers at
each checkpoint. If the timing allows,
checkpoint worker teams may work
more than one checkpoint, but the
rallymaster must allow time for the
workers to have the checkpoint set up
and ready, fifteen to thirty minutes in
advance of the first car’s ideal arrival
time. And, the rallymaster must anticipate that checkpoint workers may need
to remain at their checkpoint for up to
an hour after the last car was due in.
Electronic information distribution
and registration work well. An information page, along with a registration
form, is saved as Adobe Acrobat PDF
files. The rallymaster’s e-mail address
is publicized on the internet site, and
in regional mailings. Interested parties
request information via e-mail, and the
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How to Organize a Rally 2
PDF files are returned via e-mail. People
then wishing to register print the registration form and mail it along with the
check for the registration fee to the rallymaster. Upon receipt, the rallymaster
e-mails a PDF of the Rules and Regulations, along with a cover message about
where to call for lodging reservations,
to the registrant. A second “mass emailing” is made about two weeks prior
to the event, covering any additions or
changes to the Rules and Regulations,
as well as any last minute information.
Alternatively the entire registration etc.
can be performed electronically, leaving it up to the rallyists to print their
own copies of the paperwork.
At the event, it is a good idea to
have a few spare copies of the event’s
General Instructions, as well as rough
maps of the area to be covered on the
rally. The Route Instructions (NRIs) can
be distributed at any time. It is wise to
not distribute the NRIs until shortly before (such one half hour) the first car is
due to leave on the rally. This prevents
competitors from thoroughly mapping
out the route in advance of the rally.

Conclusions

Putting together any kind of rally
can be great fun. Rallying offers one of
the best ways to bring a wide variety
of people and interests together. There
are many quattro enthusiasts who will
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find these events to be their favored
type of driving event. Club enthusiasts
who may not be interested in the track
events will often be very interested
in a gimmick or easy TSD rally. And it
has happened more than once that a
“happy customer” after his/her first
rally goes on to join in at other driving
events.

For Further Reading

“Sports Car Rallies, Trials and Gymkhanas” by David Hebb and Arthur
Peck; copyrighted in 1956, this book is
no longer in print. It is not difficult to
find, and sellers of used motorsports
books will likely have copies. This book
is one of the “grand-daddies,” and is
perhaps the best reference for the future
rallymaster interested in organizing a
rally as much for the social interaction
as for the competition. For modern
SCCA-type TSD rallying, though, the
book is well outdated.
“The Road Rally Handbook; the
Complete Guide to Competing in TimeSpeed-Distance Road Rallies” by Clint
Goss; published by Rally America! (6
Fieldcrest Road, Westport, CT 06880);
copyrighted in 1993. This book is the
modern equivalent of Hebb’s book,
and should be purchased and read by
anybody seriously interested in TSD rallying. The future rallymaster considering organizing a TSD rally should be
familiar with the contents of this book;
it will help assure a smooth-running
event, even if not to the complexity this
book delves in to.
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Strange Tales-MGB Supercharger
From Bob & Marie’s Garage

Supercharger for a 1964 MGB

By Bob & Marie Sherman
Willamette MG Club
& Canadian Classic MG Club

M

arie was very happy to receive
a Moss Supercharger for her
MGBGT three Christmases
ago. She was even happier once it was
installed and made the GT a whole lot
more fun to drive. This was especially
noted on our “1,000 Kilometer Rally,”
sponsored by the Cascade Sports Car
Club of Oregon, in Fall, 2007. This rally
incorporated challenging mountain
roads in the Oregon Coastal Mountain
Range. The Moss kit was well thought
out and not difficult to install. Having
said that, we knew that there would additional modifications needed, only to
be determined by driving the MG.
The first matter to be addressed was
that the motor was running a bit hotter
than before. It was still fitted with the
180 degree thermostat. We fitted a
blanking sleeve, which had been in the
spares box for years. This reduced the
operating temperature to a satisfactory
level on warm days; the trouble was that
it also reduced it even further on cool
nights. The temperature gauge needle
barely came off “C.” We subsequently
went to the 160 degree thermostat
which has worked out well. If you are
driving your supercharged MGB year
round with cooler winter weather, we
think you will be changing thermostats
seasonally.
We had fitted a new aluminum
radiator, so its condition wasn’t a question. If you have a radiator and are not
sure of how well it is working, it may be
wise to remove it and take it to a radiator shop that can properly inspect and
assess its condition. If it needs to be
re-cored, you might check on the possibility of fitting a high efficiency core.
More capacity could be added for little
extra cost.
We next fitted an aftermarket fiberMGB Driver
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glass fan, replacing the yellow pulleymounted unit. The new fan, produced
by Flex-i-lite, was obtained from British
Auto Works, in North Plains, Oregon.
It is not exactly a “bolt-on” item, as we
had to use spacers to mount the fan, and
also had to fabricate spacers to move
the radiator forward a bit for clearance.
We still need to fabricate some sort of
seal between the radiator and the radiator panel. Air should be forced through
the radiator, not allowed to flow over it.
This seal is commonly missing in most
MGs, even with standard radiators. We
are not happy with the construction of
replacement seals for standard MGBs,
and are considering designing and
marketing one of our own, that would
be much more durable.
We also fitted a “Perma-Cool” 10”
electric fan. It has an optional automatic control, adjustable as to the temperature for activation. We were not pleased
with the idea of putting fastening straps
between the radiator fins; a common
method of fitting auxiliary fans. We
designed a custom aluminum bracket
assembly. This is another item we are
considering marketing, in that we have
spoken to many MGB owners who
expressed interest in proper brackets.
Additionally, don’t scrap your conventional fan if you fit an electric auxiliary
fan. These auxiliary fans are a help, but
cannot push enough are through the
radiator by themselves.
An easy and little known trick
to improve cooling in the MGB is to
remove the bonnet/wing seal. Some
aftermarket seals run the whole perimeter of the opening, and some only seal
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Strange Tales
the rear portion. They do look pretty,
and do keep water out of the engine bay
and subsequently finding its way into
the foot wells, when you are washing
the car. But, all the heat remains sealed
within the engine bay. If nothing else,
keep in mind that you can remove this
seal in seconds if you find yourself
driving in a period of hot weather. The
slight gap provides a place for the hot
air to leave the engine bay.
We also fitted the Moss heat shield.
This wasn’t too difficult. When the
supercharger unit was removed to
accomplish this, we carefully looked
over the HIF44 carburetor. One aspect
we never cared for was the location of
the fuel inlet. It is on the motor side of
the carburetor, and the fuel line passes
several inches over the rear portion of
the exhaust manifold. This heats the
fuel on its way to the carb, and that is
never a good thing. We saw that, on the
carburetor, directly opposite the fuel
inlet was a plugged opening. A call to
Joe Curto (SU expert and a NAMGBR
Journal advertiser) confirmed our
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thoughts that the fuel inlet could easily
be relocated to the wing (fender) side,
thus keeping the fuel cooler and creating a safer route as well. The original
opening could be easily plugged. Off
the carburetor went to Joe. For $75,
plus shipping each way, we now had the
inlet where it should have been put in
the first place. We are a little surprised
this wasn’t addressed in the design of
the supercharger kit.
We were well into the world of
“might as well.” The MGBGT cylinder
head was essentially of stock specifications. MGB cylinder heads aren’t very
efficient without porting and polishing. Peter Burgess, in the UK, is considered an expert on MG cylinder heads
amongst other MG matters. He has
designed a head especially designed to
work with the supercharger. Considering the price of alloy heads, custom
head work, etc., we thought that the
Burgess head was the way to go. After
specifications were e- mailed to Peter, a
beautifully done head was soon in our
hands and fitted to the GT.
The results were astounding! Prior
to the Burgess cylinder head, the MG
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has a very sensitive to choke/accelerator
while warming up. Backfiring through
the pop valve was common and hard
to avoid. Also, there was a big “flat
spot” when doing a hard acceleration
shift from second to third. (See Moss
Bulletin for additional information.)
Now, the warm up was almost always
smooth. The flat spot from second to
third was gone.
The “seat-of the pants dynamometer” told us the power increase was
substantial. It would be interesting to
have before and after dyno figures for
this change. Based upon our experience, we would not fit a supercharger
without first having the cylinder head
ported and polished at the least. As for
us, we would highly recommend Peter
Burgess. If you are fitting a supercharger, a lot of the work needed to remove
the cylinder head has to be done anyway. So, you “may as well” do that at
the same time.
We think these modifications have
resulted in a faster and more dependable MG. Fitting non-standard items to
an MG always involves non-standard
issues to solve. Our organization
provides an excellent forum to help
each other by sharing our experiences.
We hope you find our experience and
suggestions useful as you plan your supercharger installation, or upgrade the
unit you already have in your MGB.
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That Sinking Feeling
Photos provided by John Spadaro

By John Spadaro, MG Car
Club Florida

E

very time I think
about taking a long
road trip in my
1977 MGB, I get that
strange “sinking feeling”. I can only describe
this as a gnawing in the
pit of your gut with an
associated sense of foreboding. It happens when
you know something
bad is about to happen.
It’s what you feel when
you choose to embark
on a 1200 mile trip with
a very small 30 year old
John Spadaro and his 77 MGB
car. I think you have to
(it knew it was about to be thrashed for
be a little insane. Fortunately, most MG
1200 miles). He had a serious transmisowners are.
sion problem that could not be resolved
It was during the GOF in Silver
prior to our departure date, so good
Springs back in April when my good
ole Norm being the kind of guy who
friend and fellow insane MG enthusiast
will always take one for the team, bit
Norm Ridgely asked Sharon and I if we
the bullet, instead of his GT, he would
were going to go to Dillard, Georgia, in
take one of the most advanced sports
September (sinking feeling!) We hadn’t
car made, with lambs wool seat covers
really thought about it, but maybe?
and air conditioning, his BMW Z3. I felt
So, it was about July when Sharon
really bad for Pat and Norm as Sharon
popped up one day and asked, are we
and I were driving a car with years of
going to Dillard? (sinking feeling) I
fine British heritage while they had to
thought well, Pat and Norm are going
endure the air conditioned Z3. I hope
to go, so, we should go. So I sent in the
they can handle it.
money and we were committed. We
On Wednesday, I spent the entire
would drive our little yellow 30 year old
day
going
over my car – oil good, brakes
car 1200 miles over four days to Dillard,
good, lights good, tires good, on and
Georgia. (Serious sinking feeling going
on. By the end of the day, I felt that I
on now!)
was ready to go. (sinking feeling!)
As the date of departure apThursday, we belted ourselves into
proached, Norm called me. He has
our trusty machines and headed for
surmised based on his calculations that
the wide open American road. My car
it is an eleven hour drive. We will not
started (this is good) and we were off.
be able to leave on Friday because we
My first anxiety attack occurred with
will not get there in time for the evethe first right hand turn. I had no right
ning meal. We would have to leave on
hand turn signal! I had checked that
Thursday and spend a night on the way
yesterday and it worked fine. The Lucas
up. Not a big problem. Norm called me
gremlins were invading my B. Not to
again later in the week prior to departure with really disheartening news. His worry, it’s a minor problem, I will use
hand signals for right turns until I get a
trusty 67 MGB/GT had let him down
chance to investigate. This will be OK.
30
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(sinking feeling!)
Norm decided we should go I-75
to make better time. I was really not
on board; but hey, I’m a team player
so I-75 it is. We had about 50 miles of
surface roads to get there, so I took the
lead since I knew the way. I crossed over
a rather rough intersection. When I
looked at my dash I suddenly realized
that my speedo was reading zero. This
can’t be – I’m moving! Due to my brilliant mechanical insight I was able to
determine that being that I was moving
and being that my speedo was indicating zero, I deduced that I had a serious
malfunction, maybe a broken speedo
cable. Oh well, at least I was still moving
even though my fine gauges were telling me otherwise. I also had an ace up
my sleeve. I knew, from years of perusing MGB workshop manuals, that when
in overdrive, for every 1000 rpm on the
tach, I would do 22 mph. So, 3000 rpm
should be around 66 mph. Piece of cake.
Let’s ride!
We finally got to I-75. I stayed in
front. Norm was concerned that being
that the best I could do was about 70
mph (with a tail wind) he would stay
behind me. We were now in the arena
doing battle with the big boys – the
trucks. I mustered up all the horses my
little engine had and put them to work.
She was roaring like an Indy racer and
I was actually keeping up with most of
the traffic. With Norm watching my
back, we were cruising along at about
65 mph. Life was good. But it was not to
last. After being in the zone for about 30
minutes, I noticed when I lifted my foot
from the accelerator; my little yellow
B did not slow down. I kinda always
wanted cruise control, but to my knowledge, I didn’t have cruise control until
now. (Big sinking feeling!). I glanced at
Sharon with that “I’ve got everything
under control” look when in reality,
this was really not good. I gingerly place
the toe of my shoe under the accelerator
and pulled up and the B began to slow
(thank god); but wait, I’m on I-75, you
can’t slow down, are you kidding! So
back down on the accelerator. I found
that where ever I pushed it, that’s where
MGB Driver
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it would stay. I now had cruise control
and that was a serious problem.
I continued to finesse the gas pedal
until we finally came to a rest stop. I
was off the road. Upon examination,
I found I had broken my accelerator
return spring. Now I carry a myriad of
spare parts in my trunk; but, of course,
no springs. Alas, all was not lost. Dangling from the attachment point by the
intake manifold were the remnants of
my failed spring. With a little MacGyver
engineering, I was able to fabricate what
was left into a functional component. I
had control of my carburetor back. Let’s
ride.
Back on the road, life was good
again. However, the big trucks were
really making me nervous. I got behind
one that was going rather slow, even by
my standards. So I checked carefully to
my left and eased out into the center
lane. I encouraged my B to step up to
overtake the behemoth to my right. As
I moved ahead, a big rig appeared in my
rearview mirror. He was bearing down
on me like a falcon after a chicken. As
he approached be began motor braking
(sinking feeling!). There was no need,
the lane to my right was clear, he could
have easily moved over. I think he wanted to give me a rise. Well he succeeded.
The staccato of the loud motor braking
was rattling me; he got closer, right on
my tail, still motor braking. I looked to
my right and saw nothing but spinning
lug nuts and huge wheels. The grill of
the approaching big rig now filled my
rear view mirror, still motor braking.
Finally my B developed a head of steam
as I passed the front of the monster to
my right. The motor braking, the roar
of my meager 86 horsepower, combined
to make the moment seem surreal. I
eased over in front of the big rig to my
right at which point the motor braking
ceased but was replaced by hard loud
acceleration of the big rig whose radiator had filled my rear view mirror just
seconds before. The truck came screaming by like an angry rhino at full charge.
Seconds later, he was gone. I regained
a semblance of calm but I decided at
that point that once I got off this road I
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would not get back on.
We intended to make it to Madison, Georgia, on the first night. I think
that was a little enthusiastic. We found
ourselves in Dublin, Georgia, at about
8pm and decided that was enough for
one day and stayed in Dublin.
We got a fresh start Friday morning. The weather was cool in the
morning. So up 441 we went. This is a
nice ride. Highway 441 runs the entire
length of Georgia north to south. It
has two lane and four lane sections.
The speed limit is 55 to 65 and there
are bypasses around most towns. It’s a
very pleasant scenic ride. We stopped
for lunch in Commerce at a “Sonny’s”.
As Sharon and I peeled ourselves out of
our rolling bread box, Pat stepped out
of the Z3 looking like a movie star. She
promptly proclaimed that her feet were
cold. Sharon and I looked at her with
our hair looking like we had been riding
in the bed of a pick up truck and the rest
of our bodies already coated with sweat
and road grime. We were wishing we
had cold feet! So we were not too sympathetic towards Pat and her cold feet.
We made it to the Dillard House at
about 2pm. The Dillard House sits on a
high bluff in the small town of Dillard,
Georgia, and it’s about the only thing in
Dillard. We checked in and found that
our rooms were very nice albeit rather
pricy. The rates were $99 to109. I suppose that was the special rate due to the
event so I don’t know what they would
be if you just stopped by.
We made our way to the registration area. This event was sponsored by
the Peachtree Registry out of Atlanta.
Everyone associated with the club were
very friendly. The hospitality room
was the usual – cookies, pastries, soft
drinks. There were items to look at that
would be auctioned later on and there
were also two raffle items for which you
could buy tickets. The Peachtree group
went out of their way to insure that we
had everything we needed. After checking in we wandered through the park32
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That Sinking Feeling

Sharon, Pat, and Norm

ing lot reacquainting ourselves with
familiar faces of the folks we had seen at
other British car events.
Went down for the BBQ at 6pm.
Sharon and I as well as Pat and Norm
have attended a bunch of these weekend events but I can honestly say I have
never seen a spread like the Dillard
House put on the table. The meal was
buffet style. I was impressed that the
MC for the night insisted that non-local
club members be the first ones to get in
the buffet line. I feel like they wanted to
recognize us for participating in their
event.
At the beginning of the buffet
table was fresh fruit. I’m talking about
strawberries, cantaloupe, watermelon,
raspberries, blueberries, honeydew
melon all sliced in a magnificent
display. This was followed by at least
eight different cold salads. Cucumber
salad, Avocado salad, coleslaw, potato
salad, macaroni salad, sliced tomatoes,
sliced onions. This was followed by hot
entrees including baked beans, green
beans, corn casserole, and sweet potato
casserole. The main meat dishes were
roasted chicken, fried chicken, and ribs.
The dessert table was a cornucopia of
gastronomical delights. Cakes, pies, and
a chocolate fondue fountain with fresh
strawberries. I’m sure that I forgot a lot
of stuff. Not only did to food look good,
it also tasted really good too. In addition to the buffet was a wait staff who
kept the sweet Georgia ice tea coming
as well as water and coffee. There are
not enough superlatives to describe this
MGB Driver
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sert table.
meal. It was just great!
The meal was followed with the
After the meal came the auction. If
awards presentations. First, second, and
you recognize that this is a fund raiser
third place awards were given for each
for the club it’s easier to get through
category. I am proud to announce the
it. The MC was a jovial guy who made
MG Car Club Florida took home the
it fun. It went a little long but it was a
third place award for MGB 74 1/2-80.
good time. The Peachtree club doYes, my little yellow B,
nates a portion of their
which is a daily driver, was
proceeds to a charity
recognized for what it is,
that takes care of really
a great little car with a lot
sick children so the rest
of heart. Sharon and I are
of the family can go on
very proud of our third
vacation. I thought this
place award. The night
was a nice touch as the
ended with the raffle for a
Peachtree club is giving
nice basket with cookies,
back to their community.
wine, cheese, and a GPS
Saturday was the
navigation unit for your
usual fare. The cars were
car. Then it was all over.
on the display field
Sunday morning we
by 10am. Voting was
were out of there at 8am.
conducted by all particiWe decided we would
pants. In the afternoon
make the trip all the way
there were valve cover
home, heading back down
races. At 3pm, the display
441. The only mishap was
field was closed down
at an intersection where
and there was a guided
Norm decided he would go
driving tour if you cared
south in the northbound
to go. The club had also
lane. To make this even
handed out three differworse, another car and I
ent driving tour routes
followed him! We realized
you could do on your
our error right away and
own. Pat and Norm took
rectified things and went
the Z3 up to Highlands, John Spadaro and his award.
with the flow. We wanted
North Carolina, on one
to blaze new trails, but that was taking
of the tours. They said it was a beautiful
it too far.
ride with lots of winding roads, waterThis trip was not for the squeafalls, and pretty scenery. In the aftermish. I don’t think there is any quesnoon, I went to an auto parts store and
tion that you have to be a little insane
got a spring. I also found that my signal
to take these cars on the journeys that
light had a bad ground, so I was doing
we do. It was a hard trip for Pat and
good other than still not having a speedo. At 5pm, there was a wine and cheese Norm in his modern Z3, but in the MG
party. Everyone brought their own wine it almost defies logic. I will continue to
drive my little yellow B as long as the
and the club provided the cheese. Nice
open road calls. I will continue to make
social get-together. There was plenty of
roadside repairs and one day my great
wine and everyone shared.
little car may be on a hook. When and
The banquet Saturday night was
if that happens, I will rent a real car
the same fare as last night. There were
and continue on my journey. Life is not
so many choices, you didn’t have to eat
any of the same thing. There was the ad- about how many days you live, but how
much you live each day. Don’t let that
dition of Georgia country smoked ham,
“sinking feeling” get to you. It’s just the
breaded pork chops, and hand carved
insecurity we all have when we cannot
prime rib. Everything was scrumptious,
predict the future. Get out there!
and don’t even get me going on the desMGB Driver
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Project M G Warrior
All photos provided by Don Bonar

By Don Bonar
Heartland MG Regional Car Show Council

A

group of dedicated MG enthusiasts discovered a local US Army
career soldier, currently serving
in Iraq, who needed help restoring
his 1980 MGB sports car. After initial
contact, the group viewed the car and
interviewed friends and family of the
soldier. The interviews uncovered this
individual, Major John Townsend, was
serving in Iraq for the fourth time and
had served his country in Panama,
Granada, Kosovo, Bosnia, Desert Storm,
and almost every other hot spot, his
entire career. We had found a true
American warrior.
A plan was developed to not just
recommend a solution, but rather, to
completely restore the car, in secret,
and have it waiting for him upon his
return… as a small repayment for a lifetime of service to his country.

The Discovery

The first e-mail came in as others
frequently do… “My Dad has this old
MG, what’s it worth?” or “Where can
I get my spoke wheels worked on?” or
“Got a line on a good but cheap paint
shop?” only this one started, “I’m in
Iraq and would like to find someone
who could work on my MGB engine
and transmission; can you recommend
someone locally in the KC area?”
I made my comments, thanked
him for his service, suggested he keep
his head down, and contact me when
he returned home. However, I was
surprised when I received a second note
almost immediately where he told me a
bit more about himself – 26 years in the
Army, four kids, and eight years into his
restoration, but interrupted with four
assignments to Iraq, and wanted to get
started NOW.
I was half-way through my second
response when it hit me like a bolt of
lightening…. What was I doing giving
him cheap advice and outlining the dif-
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ficulties with doing this work by remote
control from Iraq? What we needed
to do for him was; quite simply, complete his restoration, as a way of saying
Thank You to the thousands of men
and women now serving our country all
over the world.
Working under the auspices of
the Heartland MG Regional Car Show
organization, I saw the possible methodology to support this effort. For 20
years, the Heartland has given away its
proceeds each year to worthy causes.
In 2007, it was ALS. In 2008, it was
SAFEHOME shelter for battered women,
and in 2009 the committee had already
selected the VFW’s Unmet Needs Program to help with emergencies in the
families of our service men and women.
This restoration effort would be a perfect fit with this year’s theme, but could
we pull it off?
I knew I was not even close to being
the best guy behind the wrenches, but I
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thought I knew the guys who were.
Four of the five men are members of
NAMGBR’s Kansas City MG Car Club
and three are past Presidents! I then set
about talking to each of my candidates,
with the following results.

The Warrior Team
Steve Olson: Retired AT&T drives a
1976 MG Midget and an 1980 Triumph
TR-8. Steve is a 20-year board member
of the Heartland MG Regional, 15-year
Board member of the All British Car
Show, Past President of KCMGCC, and
member of the KC Triumph Club. He
also has worked on various professional
race car pit crews among his other
interests.
Bill Davidson: Retired US Air Force
Master Sergeant and Vietnam vet. Bill
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drives a 74 MGB Roadster and is restoring a 74 MGB/GT. Ten years on Heartland MG Regional Board of Directors,
17-year member of KCMGCC, and a
two-term President, and currently on
the board of Midwest MGA Club. In
October of 2008, Bill drove his MGB
over 7,000 miles solo from Oregon to
Key West.
Bob Knight: Retired from Hallmark
Cards. Bob has extensive experience in
restoring Morris Minors, and Jeepsters,
several of which now reside in private collections. He also moderates a
national Jeepster Internet site. Bob has
recently purchased both 1971 and 1979
MGB roadsters. Bob serves on the Heartland MG Regional Car Show Board, and
is VP of Events for the Midwest MGA
Club. His first car was a 1953 MG-TD
while still in high school.
Bill Young: DST Electronics Technician. Bill is a Vietnam vet, serving in
the US Navy where he first learned his
electronics skills. For 15 years, he has
been quite active in the annual Kansas
City All British Car & Motorcycle Show,
and is currently serving as Chairman
for the fifth year. He is also a member
of both KC area MG car clubs, drives a
highly modified MG Midget and has a
1959 MGA currently under restoration.
Don Bonar: Retired. Don restored and
now drives a 1935 MG-PA and is restoring a 1971 MGB. Currently he is President of Midwest MGA Club, Chairman
of the 2009 Heartland MG Regional Car
Show and previously served three years
on the board of the KCMGCC.

The Plan

These five men, aided by John’s
wife (and now, co-conspirator) Heather,
set about developing a “cover story” and
proceeded to take the car to a series of
home garages where the car was basically stripped to the frame and totally
rebuilt.
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Beach Boys CD played one too many times
as Don Bonar shows.

The Effort

Now posing as a local small
MG business, we picked up the engine and transmission and moved
into Bill Davidson’s garage where
the engine was stripped and examined. To shorten the story… new
pistons, cam, bearings, head work,
springs and all that goes along.
Two local machine shops gave us
significant discounts, which was
Stevel Olson, Don Bonar, and Bill Davidson wearing the
greatly appreciated!
boonies prepare for another day of work.

All photos provided by Don Bonar

Funds for this work came from
donations from the Midwest MGA Club
of Overland Park, The Wichita All British Car Club, Kansas City Triumph Car
Club, Kansas City All British Car Club,
Kansas City MG Car Club, and two
North American MG Organizations –
NAMGBR and NAMGAR. Also participating was Victoria British Motors, as
a major sponsor, as well as other KC
businesses, and individual donors from
as far away as Barcelona, Spain.
NAMGBR also added a one year
membership to this newest MGB
Driver !

All photos provided by Don Bonar

Project MG Warrior

Bill Davidson & Stevel Olson prepping
the engine.

As a team, we were to set four
objectives for all the work to follow. 1.
Safety - if there is any chance the part
or subsystem is unsafe, replace. 2. Cost
- repair or refurbish if possible (see No.
1) as funds were limited. 3. Ownership treat each decision as if it were your car.
4. Have Fun!
My role was that of fund raiser, tool
fetcher, and Chief Liar. In the stories I
passed to our warrior John, I also sent
blind copies to Heather so we could
coordinate our fabrications. We then
waited until after John’s brief Christmas
leave, went back to his garage and this
time, we took everything!
Dropping his engine and transmission back in the car, we then went
through all the systems one by one,
repairing, replacing or assembling until
we had a complete rolling chassis. The
car was then transported to my garage
for completion. New interior and seats,
steel bumper conversion…. Lots of heat
and bending to make the “universal
conversion” brackets really work as
initially advertised. New wind screen,
and the doors… the doors…. The left

Bob Knight dealing with that door again.
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Steve Olson wiring the dash.

door was on/off nine times, the right
door only five times till we were all
satisfied. It got to where even I could tell
the door was not meeting specs… one
of the team would go to the door, rub
the fit and mess with the gaps, begin to
mutter under his breath… Uh Oh… that
door is coming off again!
Perhaps our biggest challenge was
the wiring. John previously had the
body painted. However, the painter did
not mask or remove the wiring harness
so every wire was covered in a nice fresh
coat of silver paint! In retrospect, we
should have simply replaced it as well,
but we persevered, although there were
times….
Work was progressing well along
the initial timeline of a June completion, when a call came for Heather. One
member of their family had encountered a serious medical problem and
John had been granted an emergency
medical leave to come home. In fact,
when I asked Heather when John would
be home, she replied, “He’s upstairs
now, sleeping!”
After a fast round of calls, we realized we had just lost 90 days off our

New chrome bumper being fitted up by
Bill Young and Steve Olson.
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‘77 B’ Master Cylinder Rebuild

Project MG Warrior

Not a dry eye in the crowd.

schedule and would need to go to a full
court press. From that point forward,
there was virtually not a day when we
didn’t have from two to five guys in the
garage. It was a terrific effort and on
April 11, The Warrior Team, plus over
100 friends, club members, and suppliers presented, John and Heather their
“New” 1980 steel bumpered MGB.

The Reveal

John’s wife Heather had the last
assignment: get John to our pre-selected
site where over 40 Little British Cars
and everyone were waiting. The car was
covered, setting in a semicircle of other
British cars along with banners, signs,
and the local media, when John arrived.
The emotion of the moment was
running knee deep as he approached
the car to rousing cheers and applause.
The car was uncovered, keys presented
and a short welcome home message was

delivered.
As luck would have it, the Midwest
MGA Club had already planned a 121st
Birthday Anniversary party for Cecil
Kimber at a local pub for the same day.
Therefore, all who had gathered were
invited to follow, as John and Heather
lead the group to that location. Each of
John’s four children were given a ride in
their own LBC (with driver) so they too
could enjoy the drive in style. Somehow, I think Cecil would have been
proud of the day!
We would like to thank everyone
involved for the parts, funding, and
support we received. We only have two
regrets – we couldn’t allow more guys
and gals a shot at the car, but little car,
little garage… and we couldn’t do more
for the thousands of other Service men
and women who are giving their all, to
keep us free!

Photo courtesy

of Tomstrongman.com

Project Warrior - John & Heather in the B.
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By Steve LaPaugh
Tidewater MG Classics

T

alking to MG enthusiasts, you’d
think brake master cylinders are
one step removed from nuclear reactors. The majority consensus seemed
to be that since the master cylinder
performs such an important function
many owners opt to shell out hundreds
of dollars for a new unit. If you happen
to fall in this category, more power to
ya. However, since my master cylinder
was in relatively good shape I decided
to rebuild. Compared to a new cylinder
the rebuild will set you back roughly
$25 for a complete rebuild kit, depending on your application.
This article deals with a 1977 MGB
master brake cylinder and this type was
used from 1975-1980. In addition, all
master cylinders are basically the same
so the process is similar regardless of
year. Once the brake master cylinder
has been removed from the car you are
ready to start disassembly. To eliminate
drips from the lines I installed plugs
and O-rings into the threaded openings. These plugs helped later during
sandblasting and kept foreign particles
from entering the freshly honed bore.
These plugs are available from aviation
suppliers or you could also use bolts.
The cylinder was clamped in the
vice and screws holding the fluid reservoir were removed. Remove reservoir
and rubber seal from the secondary feed
port. Next, remove the snap ring (C clip
MGB Driver
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Photo provided by Steve LaPaugh

Cleaned cylinder body and all the new seals.

in manual) from the bore. Now you
can remove the primary piston, return
spring and its cup.
Once the primary piston has been
removed you must remove the stop pin
in order to remove the secondary piston
and spring assembly. In order to accomplish this you may want to grow a third
hand prior to disassembly. Otherwise
you will need an assistant to help push
down the secondary piston with a soft
metal rod or wooden dowel while you
extract the stop pin located in the primary well using a pair of needle-nosed
pliers. In my case, the pin was extremely hard to locate due to rust and gradoo.
Now the primary piston and spring/cup
assembly should slide out of the bore by
applying compressed air to the secondary outlet port. Remember to lock the
stop pin in a secure location, as loosing
it will surely cause pain and heartache.
Don’t drop that sucker either as it tends
to disappear to the one place you can’t
get to on the shop floor.
Remove the 13/16” end plug using
an open-end wrench. Once free, leave
the spacer (distance piece) and copper
washer on the end of the plug. For the
next task it is advisable to hose down
the pressure differential piston with
a liberal amount of penetrating fluid
and have your favorite frosty beverage. This will loosen up the infamous
stuck piston so you can keep your sanity
during the remainder of the rebuild.
Allow penetrating fluid to do its job for
39

Inspection clean up
and part replacement

by wire brushing. Before going crazy
and tearing into the rebuild kit make
sure to count the pieces in the kit. I
thought I had been shorted, but later
realized two seals were stuck together.
When reassembling try to keep
parts as clean as possible as any contamination can compromise the rebuild.
Remove the U shaped retaining clips
holding the spring in place. Using a
dental-pick or slim knife, remove the
two O-rings from the pressure differential piston. These can be cursed things
so take your time and don’t stick your
finger! Again, wire brushing works well
for cleaning the piston. Don’t let the
wire wheel grab the piston from you as
this can be dangerous! Inspect piston
assembly for damage.
The rubber seals will be easier to
install if they are coated with brake
fluid prior to installation. Also lube the
bores to insure smooth instillation of
parts. Install new O-rings to the pressure differential piston. Make sure the
ultra thin shim washers have been installed on both primary and secondary
pistons. Match up the new rubber seals
using your fingers as to not damage the
parts. It is easy to install the seals backwards so be careful to match the seals to
their original orientations.
Eyeball the two
springs, the shorter of
the two is the secondary spring. Place secondary return spring/
cup assembly facing
inward into the bore.
Put the secondary
piston into the bore,
with seal lubed with
brake fluid. Use a

If you’re lucky the bore of your
master cylinder is good and free of any
serious pitting, rust, nicks, or other
damage that can’t be otherwise honed
out. Honing is simple and can be done
using a small hone attached to a hand
drill. Remember to lube the bore prior
to honing with oil or penetrating fluid.
Once the cylinder is cleaned up and free
of any defects, the bare metal should
be coated with brake fluid or light oil to
prevent corrosion. Due to the smallbore size of the pressure differential
piston cylinder, it is impossible to use
a standard hone for clean-up. I used a
piece of brass stock and duck taped a
piece of fine sandpaper to the end, and
inserted it into the cylinder to dress up
the bore. This method worked well as
long as the sandpaper was lubricated.
If the bore is gunked up, you can use
coarse sandpaper first to knock down
the gunk then polish with 400-grit or
so.
With the bores cleaned up you can
move on to the master cylinder itself.
I screwed the plugs in the threaded
holes and sandblasted it. This worked
great and kept the dreaded sand out of
the clean cylinder. The aviation plugs
didn’t protrude any
further than the head
of the plug, as might
be the case with using
bolts. This was then
painted with a clear
coat to preserve the
bare metal finish.
Snazzy! The threads
were cleaned up
using a 3/8” NF tap.
Remember, once the Cleaned reservoir, note two piece cap
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the solution to check for leaks. I was
able to squirt some general purpose
cleaner into the reservoir and slosh
it around. This cleaned the gunk off
of the inside. Once your reservoir
is clean, set it aside to air dry or use
compressed air to dry it. The cap
on these things has two pieces (go
figure…), so it’s a good idea to separate them and clean them as well. A
Home-made hone for cleaning the cylinder
knife blade is useful to separate the
parts, then clean with an old toothbrush and let dry. By now your brake
fluid reservoir should be the envy of
the neighborhood. Reinstall the reservoir onto the master cylinder.
According to the manual, once the
master cylinder is installed, you should
check the brake pedal free movement.
As stated in the manual, “If the pedal
free movement is not adequate, the pisPressure differential piston with spring, clips, and tons in the master cylinder may fail to
o-rings
retract fully when the pedal is released.
As a result the compensating ports
wooden dowel or soft metal rod to
of the master cylinder will be blocked
install piston. As with the disassembly
by the pistons, eventually causing the
process, the installation will require an
brakes to drag or lock up.” (Page 218 in
assistant to again install the cursed stop
Bentley Manual 1975-1980)
pin once the piston head has passed
Pedal free movement is adjusted
the feed port, while you depress the
in the following manner: Loosen the
piston/spring assembly. If well lubed,
stop light switch locknut and turn the
this is not nearly as difficult as it was to
switch clockwise to decrease or counterremove. Install the remaining spring/
clockwise to increase the clearance.
piston assembly and install the snap
Tighten the locknut once you have
ring. Verify correct orientation prior to
achieved 1/8” as measured from the rear
installing pressure differential piston.
of the brake pedal pad to the front of
The piston should just drop in. Reinthe pad once contact is made with the
stall the plug with distance piece and
switch.
copper washer then torque to 33 lb-ft or
This completes the rebuild. To
396 lb-in.
insure smooth operation bench bleed
Install the thin O-ring into the prithe cylinder before installing it in your
mary feed port. On my master cylinder
vehicle. You have saved much money
this part did not want to come apart
and gained valuable experience. I take
so I left it alone. Murphy’s Law would
no responsibility for the accuracy of
obviously be in full effect in this case. If
this rebuild as my B isn’t running yet.
however, yours came apart, good on ya!
However, by maintaining attention to
Next, install the secondary feed port
detail I see no reason why it won’t funcseal round edge down. Again, life is
tion perfectly. My first SU carburetor
much easier if it is lubed first with clean
rebuild went smooth with only minor
brake fluid.
tightening of parts to make it work
Inspect the fluid reservoir for
again after spending 10 years in the
cracks, especially around the seams. If
trunk. So, I’m confident that the master
your reservoir is beyond help new ones
brake cylinder should work just as well.
are available from the regular suppliers.
Good luck!
This can be done by cleaning and using
Photos provided by Steve LaPaugh

24 hours or so. To remove the
piston, apply compressed air to
Both primary and secondary piston assembly.
the secondary outlet port and
master cylinder is installed in the car
it should pop free. In my case, I used
these threads are difficult to reach and
the pressure failure switch connection.
would be impossible to tap in place.
Disassembly is now complete.
The pistons can now be cleaned up

Photo provided by Steve LaPaugh

‘77 B’ Master Cylinder Rebuild
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Chicagoland British Car Festival

SLIM Run or Bust!
Photo provided by Rob Fitzgerald

Photo by Jacke Eldman

Or ‘How I Spent a Week Coated in Grease’

By Jack Feldman
Chicago British Car Union

O

Photos by Rich Ziolkowski
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ver 500 British
cars were greeted
by blue skies and a
cooling western breeze at
the 22nd Annual Chicagoland British Car Festival.
The event took place on
Sunday, September 7 at
Palos Hills, Illinois.
MGs were well represented with cars ranging
from a 1931 MG M-Type
Midget to a 1990’s MG
RV8.
Next year’s show
moves back to Oakton
Community College in
Des Plaines, which was an
extremely popular venue
in the past. Mark your calendar for Sunday, September 13, 2009 to partake in
one of the premier events
in the Midwest.
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A simple idea becomes reality that you can put in your driveway.
By Rob Fitzgerald
Kansas City MG Car Club

I

t started as a simple idea: Let’s surprise Laura with an MG for Mother’s
Day in time for the Kansas City MG
Car Club’s annual SLIM Run. Given
that it was only February, and I had the
help of several KCMGCC experts, it
seemed so possible.
I had to first answer two questions:
1) “What car do you want, and; 2) How
much do you want to spend?” The first
one was easy: I wanted an MGB, mainly
because I can actually shoe-horn myself
into one, and preferred the chrome
bumper years because I miss all that
chrome from the 60’s. The second question was a little more difficult and a lot
more dangerous. I didn’t really want
a ‘project car’ since I don’t have the
facilities, the skills, or the patience for
a 5-year process, but I was open to having some mechanical issues that could
be worked out over time. I settled on a
price that would give us a car in decent
mechanical condition and a body with
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little or no rust and maybe even good
paint.
Geoff and Christine Rollert volunteered to help with the search so off
we went to peruse web sites, classifieds,
and the Auto Trader. There were lots of
possibilities if I wanted to travel around
the world looking at cars for sale, but I
really wanted to find something closer
to home. We missed what was probably a good deal in the Kansas City Star
and I checked out a few others in the
area but nothing was working. With
time running out, Rob and Tommy
volunteered to let us take their MGB
for the SLIM Run, so it looked like the
idea just wasn’t going to fly. But you
know, just as soon as you are ready to
give up on something you want, life has
a funny way of intervening. It seems
that a friend of Geoff’s knew someone
that had this MG in his garage and had
to sell it. We made the call and Geoff
and I looked at the car on Friday April
23rd. WOW! A 1971 chrome bumper
car with excellent body, paint, and
interior, no rust, and a blown engine.
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A little negotiation and I was the proud
owner on April 28, just nine days prior
to the SLIM Run. The schedule was a
little tight, but with spare engine parts
and expertise available from Geoff, a
commitment from the machine shop to
turn the work around in a few days, and
a check with Victoria British to verify
that all the parts we needed were in
stock, it seemed SOOOO under control.
Nine days and counting...
That’s when the lies started –
not big terrible lies, just little white
ones! You see, I had to have SOME story
for Laura as to why I was going to be
working day and night somewhere else
for four or five days over the next week
or so. The good news is that I’ve helped
Geoff haul logs and work at the saw mill Geoff Rollert and Rob Fitzgerald with the new
engine.
several times, usually for several days
in a row. It would be dicey but workable
found out that the ‘L’ head was cracked.
keeping all the stories together between
No problem, take the original head
the three of us (Geoff, Christine, and I)
and mate it with the 1977 ‘V’ block and
and eventually quite a few members of
move on. Four days to go and looking
the Kansas City MG Car Club!
good.
At this point, I might comment on
Tuesday was spent picking up the
my role in the engine re-build process.
block and head, getting all the parts
I will never be confused with a ‘good’
together, degreasing and sanding down
car mechanic, much less an expert.
the engine compartment, and starting
However, I am good at following directo assemble the engine. You can probtions (okay, so Laura might not agree
ably guess who did what. Geoff had a
with that!) and am willing to get dirty,
tile job to finish on Wednesday so we
so my jobs could be best described as
‘Low talent, high grease content,’ a nice
way of saying I was in charge of cleaning greasy things and engine compartments, shagging parts, and writing
checks.
We pulled the engine on the day
I bought it, getting it out and pretty
well disassembled by 9 PM that night.
Looking at the head and block, it was
questionable whether either would be
usable (rust had set in after two years of
sitting), so Geoff found a 1977 ‘V’ block
and very desirable ‘L’ head from his
‘back yard’ just in case. The news from
the machine shop on Monday, May 3,
was bad but not unexpected – even after
boring out the original MGB block .040,
the cylinder walls were pitted. We also

Photos provided by Rob Fitzgerald

SLIM Run or Bust!

Rob cleaning out the engine bay.
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Fitting in the engine bay.

didn’t get started until after lunch.
Bill Davidson volunteered to help out
with the engine building process so we
made good time. By midnight, the basic
engine was complete and painted that
wonderful MG Red color. Two days to go
and we’re pretty much on schedule.
Our plan was to complete engine
installation and run it by Thursday
night. Mating the engine back with
the transmission and getting it back in
the car was more challenging then we

thought but with Steve Olson’s
help it was done. The only thing
between engine start and us was
an O-ring for the distributor and
gaskets for the exhaust connection. One day to go and things
were only a little behind.
Friday started off positively,
with hopes of engine start before
lunch. Noon turned into 3 PM
but finally, the engine roared
into life. It sounded SOOOOO
good. Success! Yeah! High Fives
around! It was just about then
that the engine began sounding
like a CAR-X commercial. You
know, “Rattle Rattle Thunder
Clatter Boom Boom Boom!” Not a good
sound 25 minutes into a new engine’s
life.
Depression set in as we pulled the
valve cover and found one push rod
not moving like the rest. We called Bill
Davidson to consult and it was decided
that a valve stuck for some reason – a
reason that would take more than a few
hours to correct. I guess we were pretty
close to throwing in the towel when
‘life’ intervened yet again: Bill men-

Laura gets her big surprise!
MGB Driver
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MG Racing Milestone

SLIM Run or Bust!

25th Running of the Collier Cup

Laura is all smiles!

tioned that he had an almost-new head
sitting in his garage and, if we wanted it,
he would drive it out to us near Smithville. It was now 7 PM, 14 hours to go.
Well, Geoff and I looked at each other,
made a silent commitment, and the
rest, as they say, is history!
For the next nine hours, we made
like ‘Monster Garage,’ not just on the
MGB engine but a list of other items like
bleeding the brake and clutch system,
installing a re-built driver’s seat, and
making sure that a car that hadn’t run
in over two years would be ready for the
SLIM Run. And, did I mention the small
matter of a list of projects for Geoff’s
Spitfire as well (replacement seats and
center console, new air shocks)? I really
don’t know how we got it done but,
at 4AM – five hours before the SLIM
Run start time – both the MGB and the
Spitfire were running, cleaned up, and
ready to go.

The finished product graces the show field.
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Well, those that made the run
know the rest of the story. Laura was
absolutely surprised at the SLIM Run
start point, thanks to a number of white
lies and last minute timing. Except for a
loose connection in the distributor that
stopped us about 200 yards into the
SLIM Run and a leaking vacuum hose
about mid-way, the car ran wonderfully.
We put almost 500 miles on it that first
weekend and a few more since then
touring it around the city to various
restaurants and social events. After a
day of maintenance and polishing, it’s
ready for the rest of the summer.
I owe a huge debt of gratitude to
Geoff “Monster Garage” Rollert and
Christine Rollert without whose help
and tireless dedication this whole story
wouldn’t have happened. A special
thanks to Bill Davidson whose offer
of a new head kept two grown men
from crying and made the SLIM run
possible and to
Steve Olson for
volunteering for
an afternoon of
‘fun’ getting the
engine installed.
And, finally,
thanks to all
the members of
KCMGCC whose
help and friendliness have made
our first months
in the club so
enjoyable.
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MGs in the first Collier Cup race in 1985. L to R: Greg Prehodka, MGTD; Ed Henning, MGA; Tony
Roth, MGTD; Tony Simms, MGA; Bob Colaizzi MGTD; Alex Quattlebaum III, MGA; Jim Bok, MGTC;
Mike McLaughlin, MGTF. Photo credit: Art Eastman.
By Greg Prehodka, MG Vintage Racers

I

t is hard to imagine, but SVRA’s
vintage “Collier Cup” race for MGs at
Watkins Glen will celebrate its 25th
running this September at the U.S. Vintage Grand Prix, as some vintage events
are now becoming vintage themselves!
Initiated by the SVRA in 1985, along
with the support of the MG Vintage
Racers and with the blessings of Miles
C. Collier, the Collier Cup was to carry
on the early pioneering MG racing spirit
of Sam and Miles Collier, both of whom
passed away in the early 1950’s.
There were only eight MGs in that
first Collier Cup race, but vintage racing
and MG participation were growing.
Bob Colaizzi racing a MGTD was the
first winner. Over the years, the vintage
Collier Cup grew in importance, with
larger fields of MGs. In 1994, there
were 60 MGs racing in it, and in 2004
an incredible record breaking turnout
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of 143 racing MGs! Today, MG is the
largest single marque group involved in
vintage racing, and a large turnout of
MGs is expected for this year’s historic
event.
The vintage “Collier Cup” is a spirit
award determined by a vote of the drivers in the race who select a MG racer
from their own, who best demonstrates
the “Spirit of MG Vintage Racing”. In
addition, the following awards have
been added to the race over the years
by various other sponsors, making the
race even more prestigious: “Denver
Cornett Jr. Trophy” – first MG overall;
“T Cup” – first MG ‘T’; “Bucher-Decker
Trophy” – for the first MGA; and the
“Bill Glanville Memorial Cup” – first
MG Midget.
For more information, contact:
Sportscar Vintage Racing Association
(SVRA) at: www.svra.com, or MG Vintage Racers at: www.MGVR.org.
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Product Review : FilterMag

By Robert Rushing
Editor

M

y brother-in-law, Lee Lane,
purchased a FilterMag as a gift
for me. At first I was skeptical
of how effective it would be. In theory,
the magnet should trap small metal particles that contaminate oil that may not
be caught by the filter preventing them
from entering back into the engine and
increasing friction, thus increasing
wear; but would something like this
actually catch enough particles to be
worth the purchase price. I did some
searching on the internet, but most of
what I found was hearsay on car-related
discussion boards or sites that actually
sell the magnets.
I finally found an article at
http://findarticles.com/p/articles/
mi_m0BQH/is_/ ai_n26899051 that
gave me a bit of a better feeling that
these aren’t just some kind of snake
oil. According to the article by Paul
Dilger, most engine manufactures

Shavings on filter after running with regular oil.
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specify oil filters that trap particles that
are 20-30 microns or larger in size (not
that these particles are stopped 100%
of the time). However, most particles
generated by normal engine wear are
much smaller, more along the lines of
2-10 microns, which pretty much freely
passes through most filters. A filter
magnet, like the FilterMag, traps these
ultra-small particles against the side of
the filter body and prevents them from
re-circulating through the engine in
the oil.
The proof, as they say, is in the
pudding. Here are some photos that
my brother-in-law took of some filters
he pulled off a couple of his cars. You
can see outlines of the trapped iron bits
on the sides of each filter. I have to say
that I am pretty convinced. Removing
this amount of metal floating around
in the oil can only help prolong the life
of your engine, reducing friction, and
keeping the oil clean longer.
Installation is a snap – you just stick
it on the side of the oil filter. When you
change your oil, just pull it off and stick
it on the new one. Since the magnet is
so thin, you can place it on the back side
of the filter where it is out of sight in
your engine bay.
The FilterMag that I have (model
#RA300) sells for around $35 and can
be purchased on line at www.filtermag.
com or you can view their local retailers
list on the site to find one close to your
home.

You can really see the amount trapped on this
filter from his Explorer with 104000 miles.
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Brake Master Replacement
& Vacuum Leak

Part I: Brake Master Replacement

First things – first
protect your paint!
Unless you’ve changed
uring my MG 2008
over to silicone brake
trip, I experienced
fluid, the regular DOT3
a pretty dramatic
or 4 fluids are unpleasloss of brake fluid from
ant when you get it on
the master cylinder of
you/your hands, but
my 1977 MGB “Tigger”.
it’s absolutely horrible
We survived the trip by
for your paint. Brake
keeping the master full
Fluid = Paint Stripper –
and topped off and as I
you have been warned.
couldn’t find any leaks,
If you get it on paint
Engine bay suitably protected by foil. wash it off, quickly!
the general conclusion
was the master had gone
In order to protect
bad and was leaking into
the paint I choose
the brake booster. This
to use some kitchen
seemed the likely reason
aluminum kitchen foil
for the lack of visibly esto make a lining under
caping brake fluid given
the brake master and
that I really was using a
hard line area down
lot of fluid!
to the frame rail. I
Upon my return,
also tested to make
I ordered a new brake
sure that I could start
master and set about
to undo the hard line
preparing to learn yet
connectors and also
another job as I had not
the 2 nuts that secure
replaced a brake master
the brake master to the
cylinder on a car with the
booster. You want to
brake booster. It actually
be sure everything will
turned out to be not that
come apart before you
bad a job, and actually
start to have dripping
easier than on the earlier
brake fluid and then
cars as the master is more
find out you have to
accessible. I did, however,
wrestle with someBrake Master & Booster diagram
solicit some “tricks of
thing that won’t undo.
the trade” from my local
The hard line connecclub’s resident British car specialist,
tors are 7/16 and you should use a flare
John “The MG Doc” Mangles, before
nut wrench or just be really careful usstarting. Subsequent to all this I took
ing a standard wrench. The nuts to the
part in the John Twist tuning seminar
brake master are 1/2-inch and you need
that was held at All British Car Repair.
a very thin wrench for these – there’s
Here we diagnosed a fairly massive vacnot much room to work. If you have a
uum leak between the brake master and
thin, long and slightly offsite box end
the brake booster. So this has become a
wrench you’ll find this to be extremely
combined late model brake master and
useful.
brake booster vacuum leak article (and
Having broken loose everything,
I got to remove and replace the brake
proceed to first remove the brake presmaster, twice!).
sure failure switch from underneath

By Simon Dix
MG Club of St. Louis

D
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Brake Master Replacement

you have a problem with. I didn’t and
the first time I did the brake master
replacement. I didn’t know what to
the master. Disconnect the electrical
look for and was none the wiser. Still, to
connection first and then remove the
check whether you have a leak here beswitch. If it won’t come out by hand
fore you start this whole process (assumcarefully use a 9/16
ing you don’t have a
wrench to get it started
reason to replace the
to remove the switch.
brake master) spray
You can then
some carb cleaner
move on to nuts and
at the joint between
lock washers securing
the brake master and
the master/booster
the booster while
connection. The masthe engine is idling.
ter will stay in place on
If the RPM changes/
the booster. You can
drops with the carb
then start removing
cleaner spray, you
the hard lines from
have a vacuum leak
Brake Booster Push Rod Diagram.
the master. If posand
realistically
sible use the soft plugs
you must deal with
from your new master
this. A leak here will
to block the fittings
be bad because it’s
on the master as you
primarily impacting
remove each hard line.
cylinders 3 and 4
The hard lines do have
and will be making
some flex in them
them/causing them
but just don’t take
to run lean.
liberties with them.
What I discovThis is where you will
ered
was that I had
get fluid on you and
no seal whatsoever.
around so have shop
I knew this because
towels, etc, available
John Twist had kindto wipe up regularly.
ly sent me a replaceWith all three hard
ment vacuum seal
lines removed and
Caps with and without seal.
part for the booster
clear from the master,
and when I saw it, I
you can carefully remove the master
knew that one was not installed. You
from the brake booster. Just pull it and
can see the problem best by reviewing
wiggle it as required towards the front
the picture. While on this topic you
of the car to get it off the bolts on the
cannot buy this piece separately, as far
front edge of the booster.
as I can find. It does come as part of the
If you think your booster has fluid
brake booster rebuild kit which seems
in it from a leaky master then you will
to run about $80 currently and gives
also need to remove the vacuum hose
you a bunch of parts you don’t need.
connection/valve. To do this, you can
I removed the cup piece, eventucarefully pry this out of the booster.
This is a plastic part so be gentle and use ally, once I figured out that it would just
slide out over the booster push rod. This
a large flat head screw driver and work
has an adjuster on the end and the disthe valve gently from multiple angles
tance this must protrude from the front
until it pops out or you can pull it out.
of the booster is specifically defined in
the shop manual. From the version I
Part II: Brake Booster Vacuum Seal
have it says the distance should equal
A vacuum leak at the brake booster
0.408 ± 0.005 inches or 10.36 ± 0.13
joint is something you may not know
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mm.
The instructions I had also noted
to grease the push rod and the vacuum
seal bore with vacuum seal lubricant or
equivalent. I used some grease as that
was all I had available. I then inserted
the replacement seal and pushed it back
into the booster and over the push rod.
It goes a fair way back and you’ll see
from the shape of the seal where it is
supposed to go back into the booster
and seat itself against the lip on the
booster hole. Once you have the seal
in place, you’re pretty much ready to
reinstall the brake master cylinder.

Part III: Brake Master Reinstallation

At risk of using the often times over
simplistic phase of reinstallation is the
reverse of the removal process, that is,
pretty much, it! Another trick/tip I was
given was to get the hard lines started/
connected to the master before bolting
the master to the booster.
This, I can confidently say, is quite
important. The hard line that fits to the
underside of the master can be quite
tricky at best to bordering on completely and utterly infuriating. Typically the
latter on the first time you try this. Obviously you have to be extra careful not
to cross thread anything and the alignment of the flare nut with the booster
is not straight up, especially when you
yourself are twisted all around over the
wing (fender) trying to look at and work
on this.
So with the master in one hand,
get this lower hard line started into
the right position. You can rotate the
master to make the alignment easier
and of course make sure you’re working
with the hard line connector and not
the fitting for the brake pressure failure
switch, which is in very close proximity.
With the lower hard line successfully
started you can then position the master onto the front of the booster’s bolts.
Again be careful how much twisting
and maneuvering you do so you don’t
damage a hard line. They will flex some
but they are not Gumby!
As you’re getting the master to snug
up to the booster you’ll find that the
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end of the master will fit nicely into the
opening of the vacuum seal plug and
give a good stable fit. I found that upon
refitting the master it was easier for me
to fully bolt up the master in place and
then tackle the remaining two hard
lines. There isn’t a lot of room between
the master and the wing so those of
you with larger hands (almost everyone I think) may also want to get those
started before snugging the master up
to the booster. For me though it meant
the master couldn’t move and the hard
lines fitted easily and “straight on” into
their respective places and could be
fully tightened.

Part IV: Finishing Up

All you have left to do is test the
brakes, of course, and then see if the
vacuum leak has gone/been fixed. With
the brakes you may find that bleeding is
not needed as hopefully no air got into
the lines and the brake fluid that came
out was only from the master. If in any
doubt do the bleed process and check
on any changes in pedal “feel”.
For the vacuum leak test, fire up
the car again and be ready to spray
some carb cleaner at the joint between
the master and booster. I was a little
nervous doing this because if it hadn’t
worked, I’d be frustrated and disappointed at the prospect of having to
remove the master yet again. I was also
under a bit of a time crunch with planning to leave for the Memphis Euro Car
Show two days later (funny how once
you know of a problem you worry about
fixing it quickly when prior to knowing
there’s a problem you’re in blissfully
happy ignorance). Fortunately, I must
have got this right because no amount
of carb cleaner was having any impact.
Also, after the car was fully warmed
up, my idle RPM had dropped by about
300. Something clearly had changed –
no more vacuum leak, yeah!
As a final thought if you can’t get
this vacuum seal part you could try
making a rubber gasket for this fitting
or worst case using some clear RTV to
seal the joint. Luckily, I didn’t have to
figure this out or try it!
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Basic B

By Barry Rosenberg
Peachtree MG Register

S

tarting with things that can get
pricey first, let’s look at the major
mechanical systems, beginning
with the engine. MG has always built
a very stout little engine; however,
they do have problems. Before you buy
a used British car, do a compression
check. The cylinder bores on all MG
engines is a relatively soft metal and
will wear more than the rings. A dry
compression check and then a wet one
(where you squirt some oil in the cylinder) will quickly show a worn engine.
You do not want more than about 15 lbs
difference although I would accept 25
lbs myself. Do not crank the car up in
an enclosed space after taking the wet
compression check.
If there is wear, putting rings on
the piston will not work in over 90% of
the cases. The block must be bored and
oversize pistons installed. Re-ringing
will last only about 6 months before it
is back to smoking. And since you have
to bore the engine, it will also require a
new cam as that is the next major wear
point in the engine. Unfortunately, you
cannot easily check the cam wear before you buy the car other than checking the valve lift. With a very accurate
ruler, just a few bucks at Harbor Freight,
you can measure each valve lift and if
they are not all the same, suspect a bad
cam. This is another major expense.
As on most cars, it is easier to pull the
engine to replace the camshaft.
Watch for bearing problems with
the oil pressure gauge and cold starting. If you heard engine noise when
starting a cold engine or have very low
pressure, anticipate bearing work. Plan
about $3,500 for a complete and proper
engine re-build. The MGC engine will
cost about another $800 to $1,000 but
all else is the same.
One other thing to look for on the
engine is the heads. On the MGA and
MGB engines the heads are inter-
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changeable and are marked with the
engine size. Look at the top rear of the
head and see if there is a 15, 16, or 18
cast into the head by the rear stud. It is
not often, but the heads do get put on
the wrong engine. You do not want a 15
head on your MGB, and an 18 is really
too big for your 1500 MGA engine.
Oil leaks are always a problem, but
most can be fixed easily – except for
early engines that have a slinger or mechanical rear seal. These can require a
re-build to fix. So, don’t let the seller tell
you the oil leak under the 1275 Midget
motor is just the oil pan, make sure
where it’s coming from even if you have
to go to the car wash and clean under
there yourself.
Most MGs have good transmissions. The MGB and C have one of the
best there is. Midgets, on the other
hand, do not. The good thing is that
there are 5-speed conversions for most
of the MG line. However, if you are into
originality, watch out for the Midget
box. A whine in 1st gear or reverse is a
bad thing; it requires a cluster gear to
fix. That means pulling the engine and
gearbox for an overhaul. And the parts
are high priced, a diamond necklace
costs less.
I would say check the fluid but that
is difficult to do unless you have access
to a lift or shop. You should drain a little
out and see if it has much metal in it.
On the MG based boxes, there will be
a little silver shine to it and on the Triumph Midget box (only), there will be a
brass shine to it. This is normal as long
as it does not look like metallic paint.
The shine comes from normal synchro
wear mostly. There should not be any
big chunks in the fluid though. Gear
chips are not a good thing.
Most transmission oil leaks require
that it be pulled for repair, so look
carefully for those. The clutch housing
has a small hole in it that may have a
cotter pin rattling around in it. If fluid
is coming from this hole, suspect the
front transmission seal. The hole is
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there to let the oil out and the cotter pin
is to keep the hole from clogging with
oil and clutch dust. If you are looking
under the car, you will see that the only
way to put a new clutch in is to pull the
engine, check it carefully.
You also want to see an overdrive
on the MGB and C. Midgets do not
normally have overdrives as they do not
fit and were not available back then. All
the MGs have a rubber rear transmission mount of differing designs, look at
them as with any oil leaks from the engine and transmission the hot oil ends
up on the rubber and slowly dissolves
it leaving some of the nastiest rubber
goo you can imagine. Mounts are not
easy to replace, but can be done from
underneath except on the Midgets. You
get to – guess – pull the engine!
Next in line is the drive shaft.
MGs have the weakest drive shaft for
some reason. All of them have u-joint
problems so check these carefully. Use
a good light to check the flanges that
attaches the u-joint to the transmission and differentials as these get worn
when the u-joints go bad. If there is any
play in the joints, plan on replacing
them.
And now to the differential, one of
the best under a British car, except for
the Midgets. The MGB and C diff is extremely dependable and should last the
life of the car. The problems it has are
minor compared to the Midget. Even
V-8s do not readily break these units.

They do have some problems to look
for. One is oil leaks. The pinion seal and
axle seals can be replaced with the diff
in the car. No need to pull it. The other
problem is a clunk in the gears. Two
major things cause this and neither is
death to the unit. They can go 50,000
miles like that unless the oil completely
drains.
If you hear a clunk and can rotate
the pinion flange more than e few degrees with the parking brake on, there
is some wear. Both can be fixed by a
really good mechanic without pulling
the diff out. Pull the rear cover and
you will find play in one or two spots.
One is in the spider gears and they just
need new shims and the other spot is
in the backlash between the ring and
pinion. Very seldom does anything else
go wrong in there. Now the Midget is
a slightly different story. The diff unit
is not nearly as strong. Even though
the motor is weaker, the diff will break
axles and gears. And you never know
when it could go, but when the axle
snaps, the cars stops. For a streetcar,
standard axles are ok replacements and
the extra heavy duty, heat-treated; very
expensive ones are not necessary. The
problem is getting the broken bits out.
If you have any specific questions,
just give me a call and I will be happy to
discuss them with you (770) 578-6925
or (770) 689-7573. I hope to see y’all
soon on the road.

MG News - End of the Road

U

niversity Motors will cease fulltime business on Wednesday, July
1, 2009, after 34+ years of service
to the MG community. When our Governess promised in her 2006 State of the
State Address that, “In five years, you’re
going to be blown away by the strength
and diversity of Michigan’s transformed
economy,” little did we imagine that it
would be our own business that would
be demolished in the ensuing economic
storm.
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We have ceased taking appointments and will use the month of June
to complete the work in the shop. We
will continue to receive bench work. In
late October we will have an auction
of parts, tools, and MG memorabilia.
Books, DVDs, and technical publications will be forthcoming.
All good things must come to an
end. It’s been a simply wonderful run!
John Twist Owner
University Motors Ltd.
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Technical Talk
Hi John,
I received the differential I bought from
you on Friday; it looks good and I am sure it
will work as well as it looks. Thanks!
In one of the phone conversations we
had you were telling me about who to send
my speedo to so and the information they
need to recalibrate it. If you could e-mail me
with this information it would be a great
help. Again thanks it’s been a pleasure doing business with you and your company.
—Ed Brennan
Dear Ed,
We use two different companies
for speedometer work: Nisonger
Instruments in Mamaroneck, New
York, and Mo-MA in Albuquerque New
Mexico. They ask for the necessary
information in different ways: The
speedometer is calibrated in turns per
mile. A very late MGB uses 1000 turns
per mile. This means that when the
speedo cable has turned 1000 times,
the odometer will have recorded one
mile. It also means that if the cable is
turning at 1000 turns per minute, that
the speedo will read 60 mph (one mile
a minute). Nisonger asks for the number of time the cable turns in a mile.
Here’s how to calculate that number:
Lay out a course of either 1/100 or
2/100 of a mile – 1/100 of a mile is 52.8
feet, or 52 feet, 10 5/8”. Our course is
double that, for the longer the course,
the more accurate the reading. You
will need a degree wheel, similar
to the ones used for degreeing in a
camshaft. You will need three or four
people – one to steer, one to count,
and two to push the car through the
course. Wind a piece of mechanics
wire to two locations on the rear bumper and twist the wire tight; leaving
a tail that nearly brushes against the
ground (you’ll use this to mark the
start and stop of the car through the
course). We’ve always placed this on
the rear bumper.
Place the speedo cable through
the center of the degree wheel and fix
a length of mashing tape on the inner
cable so it makes a “flag” of sorts. The
pushers now push the car to the start
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G’day from Australia John!
I am restoring a 1966 Vanden Plas
Princess 1100 that was first sold by University Motors in Hanwell in 1966. Do you
have any contacts from the Hanwell garage? I would like to know if anyone knows
where their sales record went.
Regards, —Declan Foley
John Twist
Technical
Coordinator
position (they cannot back up unless
you then push the car forward five or
ten feet). Turn the degree wheel so
that the flag is at ZERO. The pushers
begin pushing the car through the
course, the man on the steering wheel
keeping a keen eye on the stopping
point. No one talks! The counter
keeps counting the turns until finally
the car comes to rest. The counter
then writes down the total number of
turns and the remainder in degrees.
Let’s say, for example, he gets 13 turns
and 250 degrees. Don’t trust one passage. We always do this three times
in succession. Say he gets 13 turns
and 200 degrees on the next and 13
turns 260 on the last. Average those
runs. Add 250 to 200 to 260 to find
710 and divide that by three to get 237
degrees. Now, 237 is a fraction of a
full turn, and is 237/360 or 0.658. So,
on the average, your cable has turned
13.658 turns over the course. Multiply
that by 100 to yield 1366 turns per
mile. You will provide that information to Bob at Nisonger and he will
make your speedo register one mile at
1366 turns (or very close). You MUST
have YOUR tires on the car, as this
turns per mile figure is a function of
the tire diameter, the rear axle ratio,
and he gearbox speedo gear ratio.
Mo-Ma wants you to place a mark
on the rear wheel, push the car so
many turns, measure the diameter of
the tire, and count the turns. You’ll
have to speak directly to Mo-Ma to
get their formula. In the end, you will
have a very accurate odometer and
speedo!
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Declan!
The original University Motors
worked out of several locations:
Hanwell (where I worked); Epsom;
and another I cannot remember right
now. They were originally in the city
center near Piccadilly, but the rent
there became too high. I receive notes
from time to time, as yours, but I’ve
never found anyone who knew what
happed to the original sales records.
My guess is that they were all trashed.  
Even more frustrating is that I know of
no one who worked in the offices who
could offer you a better clue. When I
called at the original building in 2000,
where they were selling Toyotas or
something, I enquired about the original University Motors. The salesman
didn’t know what I was talking about!
Hello John,
I have a ’71 MGB with 18GK engine
that was put away in a shed for about 25
years. The engine was overhauled to some
degree sometime before it was parked in the
shed. No special preparation for storage,
other than draining the cooling system,
appears to have been done. The owner
had considered restoring it himself and did
replace rotors, pads, drums, shoes, wheel
cylinders, clutch cylinders, and a few sundry parts before deciding to let the project go
to the highest bidder – namely me.
The engine had not been run for 25
years, so I did a compression check and
found #4-cylinder near 0 psi. I decided
that it would be best to pull the engine/
transmission and thoroughly examine the
internals since it was likely parked for 25
years with old, dirty oil in the crankcase.
I found the cam and crank in very good
condition, but the bearings show what I
believe is deterioration from acids in the old
oil (flaky, spotty, blotchy appearance).
My main concern at this time is
whether I should rebore the block since the
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piston skirt to cylinder wall clearance is
about .004 inch. I think the spec is more
like .001 to .002 inch. Is that correct? Do
I need to have the cylinders bored out and
install new pistons?
The low compression on #4-cylinder
was due to a rusty exhaust valve and seat.
The exhaust valves in particular show wear
from the valve seats. Is it best to have hardened seats and stellite exhaust valves put in
now or would a simple regrind be sufficient
for a car that will only be driven a couple
thousand miles a year? In the end, I still
want a dependable engine, so I’m not afraid
to invest what’s necessary. What’s the best
way to go here?
Thanks for your guidance, —Cliff Salmons
Cliff,
All engine work is expensive, so
my approach is to make the engine
run first, take it on a long drive and
then rate the engine by these four
considerations: compression; oil
pressure; oil consumption; camshaft
condition. Had you started it up, you
probably would have found that it ran
well. You then could have changed
the bearings and redone the cylinder
head. But all’s not lost!
I’m assuming you have the engine
pretty well apart. You will want to cut
the ridge and hone the cylinder walls,
first with long stones to ensure parallel surfaces, then with a glaze breaker
to achieve a 60-degree crosshatch.
The clearance you find is just fine.
You will want to fit new rings and all
new bearings, along with an oil pump
rebuild kit.
When you send the head out for
a recondition, be sure to have it crack
checked, surfaced, hardened seats
installed on the exhaust valves, new
guides installed, and umbrella seals
fitted. Spend the extra $500-$600
and have it ported and polished to
achieve a little more power (about
$100/horsepower). My tech book has
a step by step instruction for rebuilding the engine – you might find that
helpful.
If you have further questions,
please call during tech time. Good
luck with your project!
John,
My speedo works but the odometer
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Tech Talk
does not. Any suggestions before I take it
out of the car? Could there be a cable issue?
What do you charge to rebuild? If you
do not offer that service, who would you
recommend?
Thank you, —Erick Zanner
Erick,
The speedo cable drives the
speedometer and the odometer. If
the speedo is working, then you know
the cable is OK. Sometimes the pawl
which drives the ratcheting odometer
gear falls off. If so, it will be loose in
the bottom of the speedometer housing. You can pretty easily disassemble
the workings from the can – except
for the glass which will be STUCK to
the rubber O-rings, so be careful prying. If this little pawl is in place (or
not loose), then I’d suggest you send
it to Nisonger Instruments in Mamaroneck, New York or to Margaret at
Mo-Ma in Albuquerque New Mexico,
for a rebuild.
Good day John,
I just caught your video on rocker
switch removal and have been turning over
rocks trying to find the dimensions so I can
fashion my own remover. Are these listed
somewhere handy?
Many thanks, —Joe Lucas
PS - Like the rest of the world, I think
your videos are great!
Joe,

The switch is 1-1/4” tall. The tool
shouldn’t be more than about 1/2”
wide. I used some sheet metal and
made a U-shaped tool, the bottom
of the “U” larger than 1-1/4” so that I
could bend the legs of the tool slightly
inwards.
John,
I have been watching all your YouTube
videos and really enjoy them. I have learned
a lot from watching you work on Bs and
your down to earth explanation on how to
perform procedures. You just released five
videos that I watched and I was wondering
about the MGB rocker switch tool. Can you
tell me what gauge of steel did you use to
make the tool and what are the dimensions
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of it? I am in the process of restoring my 71
MGB Roadster and would like to make such
a tool to remove my rocker switches.
Thank you very much and keep up the
good work. Respectfully, —Paul Reyes
Paul,
It’s probably about 18-gauge –
stiff enough to depress the barbs but
flexible enough to change dimensions
simply by squeezing with thumb and
forefinger. The switch is 1-1/4” tall;
the tool should be about 1/2” wide.
John,
I’m in the process of changing out a
Lucas ACR 16 34 Amp Alternator for a
Delco CS130 96 Amp Alternator. My Lucas
has three wires coming out. From what I
can tell from colors, two are heavy gage
Brown w/Black and one thin Yellow w/
Black.
Obviously the colors are really worn
and hard to distinguish color wise. My
new Delco has wiring instructions that
say Large & Small Solid Brown along with
Large Red from Alternator to the battery
post on the alternator. The Small Brown on
the new plug to the Brown w/Yellow tracer
from the wire harness.
I’ve been on the web trying to find
wiring diagrams for both alternators with
absolutely no luck. I’ve also tried several
wiring combinations and all I have succeeded in doing was the lock the starter up.
Any info will be much appreciated.
Regards, —Lloyd Powell
Lloyd,
The BROWN wires are always
hot and are connected directly to
the starter solenoid. The BROWN/
YELLOW is the indicator light. That’s
about as much as I can tell you. You
can call, and that might be helpful if
you haven’t already got this sorted
out.
Hi John,
I hope you can help me... I have a
1979 MGB. I have replaced the thermostat
gasket twice. The first time, I installed the
Moss gasket (PN 296-380) without any
RTV or sealant. After a year, it leaked and
upon removal, it seemed the gasket had
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disintegrated!
I saw your video on making gaskets, so
I made my own gasket using a high temperature gasket material (for carburetors and
water pumps). For added insurance, I used
high-temperature RTV to seal the gaskets
(both top and bottom sides) and the base
of the three threaded posts. After a week of
curing the RTV, I added coolant. Bottom
line – I noticed another small leak at the
gasket between the head and thermostat
elbow after one drive. I tried tightening the
three nyloc-nuts while the engine was hot.
My plan is to see if this fixes the leak (however, I’m not too confident!). My question
is, what is your tried and true method for
leak free thermostat gasket installations?
Thanks, —Harold Beekhuizen
Harold,
When I install a thermostat gasket
there are several things I do to prep
the parts. Remove the studs, if you
can, and scrape and/or sand the
contact surface CLEAN on the head.
Then, reinstall the studs with grease
so they’ll come out again. Surface
the bottom of the thermostat housing with 100 grit paper. Use the cork
gasket, as original, and coat EVERYTHING with grease. Use only flat
washers and nuts on the studs -- don’t
use lockwashers or you’ll end up pulling the nuts too tight to collapse the
lockwashers and destroy the gasket in
the process. Simply tighten the nuts
until the cork gasket “just” begins to
squeeze out.
Dear Mr. John Twist,
My question refers to the following
required technical advice: Our MGB motor (USA MGBLE 03-1979) is producing
a very high screaming noise. It seems the
crankshaft is causing this noise. If we turn
the shaft by hand the noise is also being
produced. We’ve made a one minute video.
Is it possible to indicate the cause of this
noise by listening to the video noise?
Please be aware that on the background there is an additional noise of a
shipping motor to be avoided. The case
is the high screaming noise. The video
is to be seen by clicking on the following
link: http://nl.youtube.com/watch?v=-XX4PZgpdQ
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Can you give us an idea what causes
the screaming sound? Appreciate your cooperation in this. Thanks in advance.
Kind regards, —Jos Bolders
Jos,

Your video was very helpful! It
was a wonderful idea to use this medium so I could listen. I will encourage others to use YouTube the same
way you have.
If the gearbox was in gear and not
turning, then I would suggest that the
problem is that the spigot bushing or
pilot bushing has a burr, a lip, or is distorted so that the bushing grabs the
first motion shaft of the gearbox. This
is very common on a rebuild and occurs only when the clutch is depressed
(engine turning, gearbox not turning), and when it is cold. Now there
are two crankshaft bushings, one
very much longer than the other. You
have not said that you have rebuilt
the engine, but it looks very fresh and
the engine ID tag is missing. Did you
change the spigot bushing? To repair
this problem, you will need to remove the engine and sand the inside
diameter of the bushing – perhaps put
just a wipe of grease in it for lubrication. If you have not just changed that
bushing, well, I’ll have to think about
it longer.
John,
Do you know the resistance value (0 - x
ohms) of the panel light dimmer rheostat/
potentiometer, or where to find it?
Regards, —Bill Page
Bill,

I just checked an MGA potentiometer to find a range of 0-12 ohms.
Doesn’t seem like much, but I checked
it thrice. It must be the same as an
MGB.
John,
First of all you have a great website.
Your videos and FAQ section is tremendous. I learned of the Shift Gaiter causing
the popping out of third but my disassembly and correct reassembly did not solve
the problem. It improved it but not solved.
I also have a vinyl cover over the rubber
gaiter and have tried to make sure it isn’t
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“pulling” on the shifter. Do you have any
other suggestions as to how to better position things to prevent this annoyance?
  —Kevin T. Murphy

John,
I have a 77 B. I have noted that the
gauge says it is running very hot. The fans
do not come on until the needle is about

John,
The cooling fans are designed to
come on at a relatively high temp – so
that 200F is about right. What doesn’t
seem correct is the indication on the
dash. I wonder if the gauge is reading
correctly. To test the gauge and the
voltage stabilizer, remove the GREEN/
BLUE wire from the temp sensor, under the thermostat housing. Use a 12V
test light, ground one end and push
the icepick-end into the spade terminal on the wire. Turn on the ignition
and watch to see what happens. The
light should illuminate but after 20 or
30 seconds, the bulb should to begin
to wink on and off like a slow turn
signal. This is the voltage stabilizer
working. If the bulb doesn’t wink,
that shows that there is too much voltage getting through the system and
the temp gauge will read high (and so
does the gas gauge). If the test light
does wink, then perhaps you have the
wrong sending unit in the engine.
Hope this helps a bit.

Reminder: John Twist will be pleased to answer your technical query.
you can e-mail him at johntwist@universitymotorsltd.com.

Paul’s rear in the orchard.
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Our Valued Supporters

Kevin,
First of all, drive the car with the
gearlever gaiters completely loose to
make SURE that they are not the root
of the cause. Next, you will need to
shim the springs for the detent plungers. You can gain access to these, with
some difficulty, as they lie at the top
of the gearbox on the left side – you’ll
see these three-9/16” headed bolts to
the rear of the carbs.
From the left to the right, the
detents are Left- Reverse; Middle - first
and second; Right - third and fourth.
Remove the bolt and fit one or two #8
or #6 spring lockwashers above the
springs to force the springs to collapse
a little more than normal. You can remove the red fiber washer, too, which
will force the bolt ever so slightly
more deeply into the hole.

a needle width past the beginning of the
H mark. (Tested at idle) The engine is at
around 200-degrees. What might the problem be? Radiator appears good. Engine
rebuilt about 1000 miles ago. Car starts
and drives ok. —John Olson
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Registrars of the NAMGBR
MGB Limited Edition Registrar
1967 MGB/GT Special Registrar
Ken Smith
P.O. Box 8645, Goleta, CA 93117
(805) 683-2906 • kensca@cox.net

Hammer & Tongs Registrar

Midget Registrar
Col. Robert Swetzer
P.O. Box 1145
Red Rock, AZ 85245
(520) 904-3768
RobertSwetzer@aol.com

New Generation Registrar

Phil Smith
5 Willow Lane
Farmington, CT 06032
(860) 674 1179
James Woolf
lbcnut@aol.com

Ads here are FREE to NAMGBR members in good standing — please, no business or commercial ads. Send ad copy
with name, address, phone number and membership number to 5444 Sutherland Ave., St.. Louis, MO 63109. Ads
only accepted in writing. Business or other ads by arrangement with Charles de Bourbon, Advertising Coordinator (see inside front cover.) Ads run for two issues, space allowing. The Register retains the right to refuse any ad it
deems unacceptable. The originating state is shown at the end of each ad.

CARS FOR SALE
1979 MGB – BRG/black, restored in 1999 with 61k
original miles; rust free, boot cover, tonneau cover
& bag, jack & bag, tool kit; chrome badge bar with
four badges and luggage rack. $8500; Jim Pendleton
(573) 696-3551, jependleton@hotmail.com MO

1974½ MGB Registrar
Scott Perry
538 Hooper Ave
Simi Valley, CA 93065
AndrewPerry34@gmail.com

050609

1965 MGB – w/4-synchro OD; new floors, rockers,
lower fenders, and body work. All put together
and aligned properly. Primed and ready to block
sand and paint. Running and driving car; original
engine with compression 150-153; wire wheels.
$2500; Rick Huber (225) 926-6946 or hubrick@
gmail.com
LA 010209

MGB V8 Registrar • Modified Registrar
Dan Masters
P.O. Box 6430
Maryville, TN 37802
(865)982-9373
DANMAS@aol.com

1980 MGB LE – Black, 84k miles, all original with
overdrive; body in good shapes; motor runs well;
dust cover included; stored winters - $7,500 firm.
Bob Downs (231) 723-8209 MI 060709

Pull-Handle MGB Registrar
Bill Barge
930 N. 350 E., Angola, IN 46703
(260) 665-6476
brgmgb@aol.com

1980 MGB LE – Black, very nice condition, runs
& drives well; same owner last 26 years. Always
garaged and has been well maintained. Dual SUs
and Ansa exhaust; recent complete brake system
overhaul; 73k miles. $9,500. John Shepherd (828)
837-3571
NC 060709

MG 1100/1300 Registrar
Bill Fox
998 Northwestern Ave
Fairview Heights, IL 62208
mgsrfun4me@aol.com

1975 MGB – Yellow/Black, older restoration, but

in great shape; $5500. Call or e-mail MRiddle703@
aol.com or (228) 875-0286 MS 060709

1972 MGB - Red/black; very good condition;

rebuilt engine with overdrive, K&N, Petronix, LED
tailights, high-intensity headlights, cruise control,
new Dayton tubeless wire wheels, Starbird conversion rear disc brakes, two car covers, top boot,
full tonneau, AM/FM casette, new windshield and
rubber. Car is a dream to drive. Lots of extra parts.
Health forces sell. $8500 - Bill Evans (402) 4323840
NE 060709

100,000 Mile Registrar
Jai Deagan
11825 Columbia Highway
Eaton Rapids, MI 48827
JDeagan@aol.com
Original Owner Registrar
Bill Hawkins
2301 Kendricks Court
Raleigh, NC 27613
(919) 676-8888
wlhawkins@yahoo.com
64
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Selling or Buying an MG?
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Take advantage of NAMGBR’s Buy/Sell/Trade
Classifieds on our website at www.NAMGBR.org/
classified. Lots of ads for all kinds of MGs and
parts. A great way to find or sell that hard-to-find
part or that next project.

PARTS FOR SALE
MG Memorabilia – MG models that have never
been out of packaging, MG pens, badges, (including
rare MGF body badge), wall clock, metal signs, diorama, Zippo lighter, belt buckle, etc – all for $400;
1998 Moss Motors 50th Anniversary print by Ruel
James of a 1968 red MGB – limited edition #12 of
50, signed & framed – will include with the rest for
$750. Jim Pendleton, (573) 696-3551, jependleton@
hotmail.com MO 050609

MGRV8 Front Suspension Unit - BMH item has
completely redesigned sub-frame, ball joints, tube
shocks, four pot calipers with vented disks. These
are no longer available! Updated with Koni adjustable sport shocks by Clive Wheatley. Bolt-in installation, ideal for V8 projects. $2700 plus crating/
shipping. Bob Sherman (503) 615-8713 OR 050609

1972 MGB parts – Windshield in frame (bad rubber/good glass), Driver & Passenger Door glass/
rails, Blasted and painted Heater Box, Blasted and
painted Pedal Box and pedals, Blasted and painted
headlight buckets, Trunk lid/no dents. Ken Holewczynski ken@manifesto1.com    IN  050609

Car Trailer - trailer designed for T-Type cars
although it has also transported a TR6 with no
problems; power winch and a front shield to protect
the cars from stones etc, in excellent condition.
Need space so the price is right at $2500. Delivery
could be arranged or a convenient meeting place.
Geoff Wheatley (843) 341-6155
SC 010209

MG 1100 parts – Used parts left over from at least

four 1100 cars used to restore one. All parts kept
except for car shells – chrome, glass, doors (twodoor versions only), drive trains, bonnets, trunks, etc
– too many parts to mention. Chuck Gilmer (616)
984-5049 or chuckgilmer132@nsn.com MI 02/03/09

Where 2 ‘B

Please check for up-to-date information before departing to the meet. The Register encourages local groups and clubs to submit their MG
events to MGB Driver. Information must include date, location, and contact phone number. Please submit events at least 3 months in advance
to the MGB Driver Editor, 5444 Sutherland Ave., St.. Louis, MO 63109 or e-mail mgslime@swbell.net

MAJOR NORTH AMERICAN MG EVENTS FOR 2009
• June 24-28, 2009 – MG 2009, Breckenridge, CO; www.mg2009.com
• June 26-28........ British Car Summer Tour, Enterprise, OR • www.idahobritishcars.com
• June 28............. Michiana British Car Show, Notre Dame, IN • www.michianabrits.com
• July 6................ British Car Show, Farmington, NY • carshowinfo@mgcarclub.com
• July 11-12.......... Mad Dogs and Englishmen, Hickory Corners, MI • (269) 344-5555
• www.maddogsandenglishmen.org
• July 12.............. British Car Show, Gettysburg, PA • www.britishinvadegettysburg.com
• July 12 ............. British Car Day, Cincinnati, OH • www.bccgc.com
• July 13-17.......... NAMGAR GT-34, Hot Springs, AR • www.GT-34.com
• July 22-26......... AMGCR Event of Brutal Aggressives, Auburn, IN • (276) 388-3724
• www.mgcars.org.uk/amgcr
• July 24-26......... British Car Show, Carthage, MO • www.gobmc.org
• July 26.............. Tea at the Vicarage, Howe, IN • www.michianabrits.com
• Aug 1 ............... Pennypacker Mills British Car Day, Schwenksville, PA • www.dvcmg.com
• Aug 1................ 25th Annual British Car Day, Dayton, OH • dayton25bcd@aol.com
• Aug 1................ British Car Day, Cleveland, OH • britsatursuline@aol.com
• Aug 6-9 . .......... Rally in the Valley, Eau Claire, WI • www.mmgg.org
• Aug 8 ............... Lord of the Manor, Pocono Manor, PA • www.keystonemg.com/events
• Aug 8-9 . .......... Show of Dreams, Wolfeboro, NH • www.bcnh.org
• Aug 14-16......... 40th Heritage Classic, Vancouver, BC • www.jaguarmg.com
• Aug 22.............. Long Island Car Show & Scottish Games, Old Westbury, NY • www.liscots.org

Forthcoming Events of Interest to MG Drivers
• Aug 28-30 . ...... British Marque Triathlon, Hancock, MA • www.mgdriversclub.com
• Sept 5-6............ British Car Show, Kansas City, MO • bayoung@dstoutput.com
• Sept 11-12......... Brits at the Shoals, Rogersville, AL • www.shoalsbritishcars.org
• Sept 12.............. Parking Lot MG Show, El Segundo, CA • www.socalmgclub.org
• Sept 12-13......... Brits in the Ozarks, Fayetteville, AR • www.britishironwa.org
• Sept 13.............. Chicagoland British Car Fest, Des Plaines, IL • www.britishcarunion.com
• Sept 14-17......... GOF Central, Sheboygan, WI • www.mg3club.org
• Sept 19.............. British Car Show, St. Louis, MO • www.stlouismgclub.com
• Sept 19.............. Brits on the Beach, Ocean Grove, NJ • www.pedc.org
• Sept 19.............. British Car Show, Newburgh, IN • www.sirbrit.com
• Sept 19-20......... English Motoring Conclave, Arvada, CO • www.coloradoconclave.com
• Sept 19-20......... Indy British Motor Days, Indianapolis, IN; www.ibcu.org
• Sept 25-27........ Southeastern MG Fall GOF, Hiawassee, GA • SEMGTRRegistration@aol.com
• Sept 25-27........ Rio Grande Valley All British Car Meet, Chama, NM • www.baoa.org
• Sept 26.............. 30th Annual MG on the Rocks, Bel Air, MD • www.mgsofbaltimare.com
• rgl2mgbgt@aol.com • 412-817-6862
• Sept 26.............. 10th Autumn in the Mountains, Hendersonville, NC • www.bccwnc.org
• Oct 2-4 . ........... British Legends Weekend, Bourne, MA • www.capecodbritishcarclub.org
• Oct 3................. Brits Invade the Capital, Dover, DE • www.bccdelaware.com
• Oct 23-25.......... NAMGBR Annual General Meeting, Belleville, ON; morrisminr@aol.com
• Oct 24 .............. British Car Day, Charleston, SC • www.britishcarclubcharleston.com
• Oct 31-Nov 2..... British Car Day, Chattanooga, TN • www.southernbritishcarclub.org
• Nov 22.............. MG Parts Exchange, Fullerton, CA • www.vintagemg.com

Photo by Chris Gill

Steve Klotz’s 1974 MGB, 74,775 miles and is a daily driver. All original except for an
Alpine stereo, new interior and forest green paint. Not for sale, too much love.

Gary’s Run V, named after Gary Lloyd who was an MG fan that planned a run through British
Columbia. Gary sadly passed away less than a month before the event. That was 5 years ago.
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